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Rock Island Rovers Imports
Spanning the seas to bring Land Rovers to you
• Land Rovers are our business and we
specialize in importing Land rovers into
B.C., Canada. The best 4x4 ever made,
Land Rover Defender & the Land Rover
90” & 110” are our main thrust. We have,
and can import or locate Series III Land
Rovers for Canadian & US customers.
• Rock Island Rovers purchases its Land
Rovers direct from one source in the UK
which gives us the quality control we need
to ensure the best value for money whilst
meeting our own company standards.
• All of the Land Rovers that we import are on the original frame and bulkhead. We
look for the best available whilst trying to meet our customer budgets. Land Rovers
need to be 15 years old to be eligible for importation there for years of availability
range from 1984 through to 1989 at the current time. We are a commercial auto
importer and work with Brokers to ensure correct clearance with Customs. All our
Land Rovers are sold with Canadian registration papers and a B.C. inspection.
• Rock Island Rovers Imports started in 1999. We are located on Thetis Island,
B.C. Having grown up in the UK, where the site of a Land Rover is roughly 1
every 3 minutes, we were shocked to only find only Series Rovers, Range Rovers, Discoverys and NAS spec Defenders.
• I am in the UK on a yearly basis keeping current with the people I who supply us
in order to maintain quality. The amount of times I have seen & heard of imported
Land Rovers on rusty frames with poorly fixed outriggers and crossmember, rusty
bulkheads and suspect registration made me realize that there is a need for good
quality used Land Rovers.

• There are many good Land Rovers out
there but not one of the civilian Land Rovers I have seen can compare with an exmilitary unit when you look at the chassis
or drive train. The MOD have a very large
service budget, therefore their Land Rovers are maintained & serviced more often
than a civilian Land Rover. Many of our
90’s and 110’s have had axles replaced,
new brakes, replacement gearboxes and
engines. Sometimes there are ex-civilian
Land Rovers in very good repair available
but they are rare. Therefore locating our
Land Rovers from the MOD or utility companies who also service their fleets to high standards is our way of getting the
best. We only buy the Land Rovers which are still on the original frame and
bulkhead.
• The ex MOD Land Rovers are very basic. They have the 2.5 L diesel engine in
and have no power steering. Being basic is not bad, as it is a starting point to get
into the world of Land Rovers at an affordable price. Then you can upgrade the
interior and exterior as you wish, or we can do it all in our shop for you.
• We are unbiased and offer advice freely to any prospective customer. If we do not
think the Land Rover can meet your needs or is clearly not the vehicle for you we
will not pressure you.
• Remember... we wouldn’t bother importing them if they were not the correct age
for importation, did not have the correct registration, or be in serviceable condition. Our company is built on good quality Land Rovers.

We supply only the best!

Dixon Strachan ~ info@90s110.hypermart.net
Phone/Fax 250-246-2898 ~ Cell: 250-701-5310
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• The Rover-Landers of BC are committed to the preservation, restoration
and driving enjoyment of Land Rover vehicles; and the preservation of
the outback environment throughout B.C.
• Events are targeted towards all members of the family.

From the President
The holiday season is drawing near and the end of another great
year with the Rover-Landers is winding down. Looking back we
have had a very busy year and one of the largest membership rosters ever. I have many great memories from so many great events
with so many great people.
Next year will be one of our biggest years ever, with the 60th
anniversary of the first Land Rover. We are already planning a
massive celebration for Founder's Day this year and a Snowflake
Chase the following day. Also, next year there are plans to attend
the National Rally in Moab, Utah and to make the trek along the
Alexander Mackenzie Trail again plus a full weekend surrounding
the ABFM. I am very excited about enjoying all these fun events
so keep your eyes on our calendar.
January also brings our annual AGM, where we will vote on
some very important issues and elect a new Executive for 2008.
We all must remember that the most important thing belonging to
this club is to have fun with our Land Rovers whether it’s driving
them, polishing them up or just fixing them up.
I hope I have served you well this year and I want to thank all
the other Executive, Directors and Volunteers who have made this
year such a great success.
Your President,
Don MacDonald
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Supporters
• Special thanks go to all our advertisers who
make the publication of this newsletter possible.
Please show your support by visiting these
companies.
• The Rover-Landers of BC has a very active
Internet home page and web Forum.
• Visit our site at http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca.
• The Rover-Landers web server is now hosted by
Net Nation, Vancouver, B.C.
• The Rover-Lander is printed by Professional
Graphics in Armstrong, B.C.

On the Cover
this month's turn is Series,
next issue will be Defender.

• On the cover this month is a little nugget I
found in the Lumby area and owned by a local
fireman. When I talked to him he said it is a
non-runner and a 50's something.
Photo by:
Roving Photographix

Couple of shots
from
NWC 2007.
• Speeding along
with Barry on one
of the Time Trial
Challenges.
• Seems I always
end up under
Rovers and
sometimes yes...
it's mine.

Photos by:
Roger Sutcliffe©
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Monthly Meeting Minutes
September Meeting Minutes
September 20th, 2007
Bill Eastwood recording
Meeting Commenced @ 7:35 p.m., Ricky's
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present:
Don MacDonald, Dave Blair, Stuart Longair,
Shawn Doherty, Pete Lembesis, Bill Eastwood, Bernie Buttner, Barry Newton, Andrea
Newton, Roger Sutcliffe, Phil Armstrong,
Gary Spicer, Glenn Daigle, Kris Maksymuik,
Paul Cooper.
Guests Present: Debbie Waters, Shad
Lievesley.
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
(not read)
• Treasurer’s Report: Stuart Longair
Stuart reports that we currently have $4,000 in
the bank without consideration or inclusion of
monies recently donated by BFGoodrich.
There was a question from the floor inquiring
if there is a limit to the amount of cash a society or club such as ours is permitted maintain
in their bank account. The treasurer explained
that there is no limit.
• Membership Update: Read by Dave Blair
as submitted by Pamela Blair (Membership
Coordinator).
To date the Rover-Landers of BC has 81 paid
members.
Since the last official meeting in June (Bill’s
edit-actually May was the last meeting) we
have had 6 new members sign on and one
member re-join after a long absence.
• NEW: Doug Baldwin, Jonathan Cox, Shane
Goodenough, Andrea Newton, Cory Paulger
& Chad Ulansky.
• RENEWAL: Jeff London
• 3 members signed up at the BFG event held
on Sept. 15th – Cory, Jeff & Chad
– E-mail updates are sent in regularly to Bill
Eastwood for memo send outs.
– Membership spreadsheets are sent in at the
end of each month to the Executive.
– 2008 Membership Application forms with
the Insurance Waiver on the back will be
printed up and released with the Winter Newsletter which will be mailed out to all mid
December.
– Moved: Gerry & Margaret Bolduc have now
made their move to Prince George as of July.
– Immigrated: Andrew Daws from England
in July and is settled in Revelstoke with his
wife Jackie.
• Newsletter Update: read by Dave Blair as
submitted by Pamela Blair (Newsletter Editor).
Thanks to everyone who sent in Ads, articles
and photos for the Summer/August issue of

the Rover-Lander. However, it is still like
pulling 'hen’s teeth' at times to get items in on
time. I do apologize for being 2 weeks late
with the issue.
– We are still adding color to the inside front
and back covers and to the Ads for the Advertisers that have requested color.
– It was suggested in May by Bill, Shawn,
Dave & Kris at Lodestone Lake about adding color to the center spread. Unfortunately
due to time restraints it did not happen for the
Summer Issue. However, all attempts will be
made for the Winter/December Issue. Extra
cost will be $0.75 per page for color.
– Dave has suggested a color pullout poster for
Founder's Day.
– Other ideas: a color center spread of the
year's events.
– It was approximately $605.00 (Stuart now
has the invoice) to print 150 copies of the
Summer Issue and $105.36 to post.
– Many issues were handed out to members at
the BFG event to help save on postage.
– Stuart Longair should be able to give the figures at this Meeting as to the billing amounts
for paid advertising.
– The next issue of the Rover-Lander will be
out by mid December and it is Series turn for
the front cover.
– Anyone wishing to book space for the 'In
The Garage' section or book new ad apace
please e-mail me at hoofandpaw@sunwave.
net before November 1st and have your copy
and photos in by November 15th.
Added Info:
Pamela Blair also sent along the following
comments of interest for the membership:
BFGoodrich Whipsaw Outstanding Trail
Event - September 15th, 2007, Princeton
– I was put in charge of the truck & driver
lineup and keeping track of everyone.
– We had a total of 27 trucks out for the day. 22
Land Rovers, 4 Jeeps and 1 Toyota.
Land Rovers: Discoverys - 5, Range Rovers 5, Series III - 2, Defender 110 - 8 & Defender
90 - 2.
– Many thanks to our Drivers who saw that the
BFG & Media people (6) were safe and got
thru the Whipsaw on time.
– Stuart Scantlebury, Shawn Doherty, Dave
Blair, Ryan Ulansky (until his truck overheated & Kris Maksymuik took over) & Pete
Lembesis.
– Congratulations to Rover-Lander Kris Maksymuik who won the biggie prize of a set of
BFG tires.
• Congratulations to Rover-Lander member
Mark Maksymuik and his wife Leanna on the

birth of their first child - a girl, about 10 days ago.
"Uncle Kris" should have more info for you all.
Old Business:
• Club President Don MacDonald advised
that the position of club secretary remains
vacant. Don invited discussion about whether
we should just leave the post vacant until the
AGM. There was agreement that the official secretary duties were currently dispersed
amongst other Executive members and key
volunteers and that this arrangement is working well for the time being. Those in attendance agreed to let the current arrangements
run until the next AGM. Andrea Newton
volunteered her assistance to Pamela Blair or
any other position on the Executive if it would
be helpful.
– Club President Don MacDonald reviewed
several outstanding items from recent meetings including:
• Club merchandise: Dave Blair provided
some information about logo coffee mugs
both stainless and ceramic along with some
preliminary pricing for discussion. There was
much discussion around the variety of club
merchandise which included consideration of
how much the club should carry as inventory
and what type of items should be stocked.
Members were supportive of purchasing coffee mugs but there was no definitive answer
to how many to order (Executive to consider).
– Further commentary led to a general consensus that at least when it comes to items that
are size specific the club should purchase these
things with prior commitment by the purchasing club members. Don reminded the meeting
that some standard sizes need to be stocked of
good selling items like T-shirts so that we have
items for purchase at events like Founder’s
Day. Don also commented that these basic
items in general sizes always have sold well in
the past. There was a question from the floor
about our current inventory of merchandise.
Don and Dave were not able to provide an
up-to-date report but Don committed to obtain
current information from Andy Deane who
maintains the inventory of merchandise.
– There was also some discussion regarding
event specific logo-ware. Don advised that
this would be a good topic for discussion in the
members’ only section of the club web site.
• Dead Link Project: Bernie reported that
he hasn’t made any headway on this project.
There was discussion about the purpose of
the project. Bernie explained that the idea
came from his discovery that many www
sites that contained links to our site were dead
and address information was defunct. It was
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agreed that any members finding similar sites
should try and notify the administrator of the
need to correct the information or link, or at
least let one of our club executive know about
the problem.
– Don asked for clarification regarding Steve
Dillen’s comments when he was a guest at
one of our meetings earlier this year. Steve
had referred to a letter of agreement between
our club and the 4WDABC that he wished
to have signed. Dave explained that the letter
never materialized but that the intent was to
have the 4WDABC officially maintained as
the umbrella group responsible for the Whipsaw Trail/Lodestone maintenance in conjunction with the Rover-Landers. Dave further
explained that this was to aid Steve’s efforts
to build credibility for the 4WDABC among
governing authorities that control access to
public lands.
– Discussion led to comments about the
4WDABC placing a sign on the trail that
appears to be taking credit for the work done by
our club. Shawn Doherty and others expressed
that they didn’t like the sign and that they
would either prefer that it was removed or that
it should be replaced with one that recognizes
the shared efforts to maintain the trail.
Dave said that he would be meeting later in the
week with Steve and that he would review the
matter with him at that time.
• New Business:
– Charity event: There was discussion about
the club perhaps getting involved with a charity event. Some discussion was entertained but
Don suggested that more detailed consideration
of such an event should be put over for discussion on the web board. A question from the
floor regarding where specifically, the discussion should take place; in the private members
section or in the public section. There was
general agreement that the public section would
be appropriate for this type of discussion as it
could promote interesting ideas and that it could
encourage others who are not currently members to join if they know that our organization is
open to considering charity events.
– June event: As a spin-off of the discussion
about a charity event there was interest in
doing some event in June. It was brought up
that the All British Field Meet in Vancouver on
the Victoria Day long weekend has drawn a lot
of Land-Rovers out lately.
– Stuart Longair suggested that a trail ride
before or after the ABFM could be successful
especially in light of the interest associated
with a similar arrangement at the Portland
ABFM. This year is Land-Rover’s 60th anniversary and it was suggested that we should
encourage the organizers of the ABFM to
make Land-Rover the official Marque of the
2008 event. Stuart said he would be meeting

with one of the organizers next week and
would bring the subject up.
• Club Post Office Box: Don raised the matter of the club's long held PO Box being now
inconvenient as a contact point for the club.
Don commented that very little arrives in the
PO Box and that it is not in a convenient location for service by any of the club Executive.
The PO box seems an unnecessary expense in
Don’s view and also causes some difficulties
with government bodies who now require a
street address on forms and correspondence.
Don offered his business address as a replacement contact point for club correspondence or
suggested that he was amenable to any other
suggestions. Don affirmed that use of his
business address would be separate from any
identification with his business name. There
was no opposition from the floor regarding
this matter. Don decided to put this matter over
for decision to the next meeting.
• Border to Border: Don advised that he
has received sketchy news that the Border to
Border society has dissolved and that there is
a possibility that the Rover-Landers could be a
recipient of part of the funds of that society as a
result of its dissolution. More news to follow.
• Alternate Meeting Locations: Don
expressed that perhaps the club should consider alternating meeting locations between our
current location in Surrey with one in or closer
to the downtown or north shore area. Don
explained that past/present or future members
of the club may be discouraged from attending meetings or from renewing membership
because of the orientation of meetings in the
valley. Some discussion and mixed opinion on
Don’s suggestion. Don suggested opening a
dialogue on this topic in the Private Members
area of the web board.
• October 20th Whipsaw Clean-up: Members were reminded of the upcoming run to
Whipsaw. It was suggested that this run could
be used to begin cleaning up the wrecked
vehicles on the trail. There was much support
for this idea. Barry Newton offered the use of
his plasma cutter and other tools to help out.
Shawn Doherty offered the required power
generating equipment and numerous members
in attendance offered their labour and vehicles
to transport equipment and the scrap. It was
agreed that further discussion and organizing
will take place on the events section of the
web board.
– Paul Cooper and others reminded everyone
to be especially prepared to deal with the fire
hazard associated with cutting up scrap metal.
• BFG Event and donation money: Don and
Dave showed those in attendance the presentation cheque of $4000.00 dollars given to the
Rover-Landers at the recent event held on the
Whipsaw Trail. The money has been donated

to our club in recognition and in aid of the
club’s efforts to maintain the trail and the forest service recreation site at Lodestone Lake.
There was some discussion about the use of
this money and whether some could be used
for the efforts to remove the scrap vehicles. It
was decided that perhaps some of the money
may be required for disposal of the scrap but
that this would be determined later.
– The Treasurer reported that he was uncomfortable accepting the cheque from BFG
because among other concerns he is not sure
if the purpose of the money is consistent with
the objectives of the club. It was confirmed
that the money was given to the club with no
strings attached or any need to account back to
BFG on how it is spent.
– Bill, Pete and others expressed concerns that
this event was hosted without prior discussion
at a regular membership meeting and that the
circle of information was deliberately kept
small to the detriment of others who may have
been interested
– Don and Dave explained that because the
event fell when it did there was no opportunity
to discuss it at a regular meeting seeing as
there were none held in June, July and August.
Dave said that it was necessary to make an
executive decision because of the short notice
window of the event.
– Paul Cooper, who helped with liaison with
BFG agreed that there was very little advanced
notice and that the money could have just as
easily been redirected to some other group or
cause if our club didn’t act fast
– Dave also voiced that to some extent the information had to be limited so that there was not
a flood of trucks crashing the event. Don and
Dave gave assurance that there was never any
intent to exclude interested club members but
that it was necessary to balance off all the associated risks of too many people showing up.
– There was discussion about the merits of
corporate sponsorship and its relative benefit
for an area like the Whipsaw. Many were very
supportive of the event and with the Executive’s efforts in putting on the event.
– All those in attendance who were at the event
viewed it in a positive light in terms of how
the day went. There was a vote about what to
do with the money it light of the Treasurer’s
comments
– Roger Sutcliffe Motioned that the money be
deposited in our account but that it be segregated and identified as money to be used for
the ongoing efforts to maintain the Whipsaw/
Lodestone area.
Shawn Doherty seconded the Motion.
Those in attendance voted 9 in favour of the
motion and 6 against.
The motion was carried.
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• Northwest Challenge:
Don apologized for being unable to follow
through with organizing this year’s Northwest Challenge due to other commitments.
He explained that Dave had agreed to take on
the extra burden of organizing this event in his
stead.
– Dave raised the concern that the event may
not go ahead because he has only received
three confirmed entries so far.
– Don pointed out that he was disappointed to
discover that our American counterparts who
normally co-host the Challenge have done
little to encourage participation in our event

despite being notified of the details.
– There was discussion as to why there was
dwindling enrollment for the Challenge.
– Bill raised the matter of the $30.00 entrance
fee as being a possible barrier for some. General discussion on this point suggested that
most people felt the fee was reasonable and
that it was accepted in most clubs that such fees
should apply.
– Others commented that perhaps the requirement for a winch and a GPS was scaring some
off. Don reminded everyone that this is a tough
event and that a winch is always a good idea.
He further added that we should not entertain

watering down the difficulty of the Challenge.
– Dave suggested that we change the date of
the event to a later time and perhaps drop some
restrictions on competitors vehicles.
– After much discussion it was decided to give
the event another try by pushing the date further into October and changing the winch and
GPS requirements to suggested equipment and
doing more advertising of the event.
– Dave established a sign-up deadline of October 1st and a go ahead if we get ten or more
entrants.
Meeting adjourned 9:30 p.m.

October Meeting Minutes
October 23rd, 2007
Bill Eastwood recording
Meeting Commenced @ 7:40 p.m., Ricky’s
Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present: Don MacDonald,
Stuart Longair, Andrew Phillips, Shawn
Doherty, Pete Lembesis, Bill Eastwood,
Bernie Buttner, April Buttner, Barry Newton, Andrea Newton, Rick Mellenger, Gary
Spicer, Glenn Daigle, Kris Maksymiuk,
Mark Maksymiuk, Phil Armstrong, John
Parsons, Paul Rossmo, Andy Deane, Dave
Vervaet, John Walkden, Doug Baldwin.
Guests Present: Debbie Waters, Sharlene
MacEachern.
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
(not read)
• Treasurer’s Report: Stuart Longair
Stuart presented the annual audited report
for the club for the 2006 year. Membership
voted to adopt the report. (see executive
for copy)
• Membership Update: Read by Don MacDonald as submitted by Pamela Blair
(Membership Coordinator)
– To date the Rover-Landers has 85 paid
members. 4 coming in within the last
week.
New: John Walkden – Langley, Harvey
Dick – Kelowna & Scott Elias – Port
Alberni
Renewal: Andrew Howton – Calgary
– E-mail addresses are still sent in regularly to Bill Eastwood who sends out the
Memos to all before events & meetings.
I have also been trying to keep up with any
e-mail changes occurring.
• Newsletter Report:
– The Summer issue of the Rover-Lander
was sent out to all in early September. The
next one being the Winter issue will be out
to all either late November or very early
in December. Work is already well under
way with it and it will be featuring a color
center spread showing a re-cap of this

year's events.
– Bookings are coming in for In the
Garage already and if anyone else wants
in please e-mail me (Pamela) asap to book
your space. Anyone wishing to book space
for the 'In The Garage' section or book
new ad space please e-mail me at hoofandpaw@sunwave.net before November
1st and have your copy and photos in by
November 15th.
• Old Business:
– Club President Don MacDonald advised
that the position of club secretary is now
temporarily filled by Andrea Newton even
though most tasks are currently distributed
to other volunteers.
– Club President Don MacDonald
reviewed several outstanding items from
last month’s meeting.
• Club merchandise: Dave Blair (not present) provided a suggested order of goods
for sale at the upcoming Founder’s Day.
Some discussion again took place about
stock and prices. Concern from the Treasurer about carrying stale inventory and
he expressed that we should limit extra
inventory in his opinion.
• President reported on give-a-ways at club
events such as the NorthWest Challenge.
– Rick Mellenger asked if give-a-ways are
identified on the club’s annual financial
statement.
– President reported that better track is
being kept in this regard and will be properly accounted for in the future.
– Gary Spicer had samples on hand of
shirts produced by his son’s company.
Gary explained details regarding price,
artwork, minimum order etc.
– April Buttner volunteered to enquire with
her suppliers on price etc. April, Gary and
Dave will connect and settle on details.
• Club Post Office Box: It was agreed
that the club will use Don MacDonald’s
business address as the contact point for
club correspondence. Use of Don’s busi-

ness address would be separate from any
identification with his business name.
• Alternate Meeting Locations: There
was much follow-up discussion from
the last meeting on this point. Several
expressed the sentiment “Where and who
are they?” in regards to the assertion that
some members and would-be members are
not showing to meetings because of the
Surrey location being too far from their
homes. The suggestion was made to use
the web board to poll members and see if a
different location would draw them out to
more meetings. It was noticed by all that
swapping this meeting to Tuesday night
has resulted in a much bigger turnout than
usual. Andrea has agreed to take on the
job of coordinating and setting up meeting
dates and locations for the coming year.
• New Business:
Andrea Newton has arranged a discount for
club members of 15% off wholesale at Fastenal at their North Vancouver location only.
• Rick Mellenger asked for a few minutes
to express his opinion regarding the use
of the money donated at the BFG event.
Rick explained his involvement with the
4WDABC as a Rover-Landers representative over the past years and his displeasure
about reading in last month’s minutes
about the opposition to the 4WDABC
“taking credit” for the Rover-Landers'
efforts at Lodestone and the Whipsaw.
He covered the rise and fall of our club’s
affiliation with the 4WDABC and made a
case for their renewed efforts under Steve
Dillen’s leadership. Rick suggested that
$1000 of the BFG money be used to help
pay for the NWC and that the remaining
$3000 be given to the 4WDABC.
– It was mentioned by another member
that the money was intended to go towards
the club’s efforts to maintain the trail and
the forest service recreation site at Lodestone Lake and that the 4WDABC hadn’t
contributed in any substantive way to any
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of these objectives.
– Rick felt that the 4WDABC had initiated
the contract with the Ministry and therefore retained some ownership of efforts
expended by our club in meeting the cleanup and maintenance objectives in the areas
covered in the agreement.
– Barry Newton suggested a committee be
formed to suggest policy on the spending of the
BFG donation money. The president asked for
volunteers. Pete Lembesis, Kris Maksymiuk,
Andy Deane and Shawn Doherty accepted
membership on the committee.
• The President suggested that the club
consider reimbursement for fuel expenses
for those key organizers who expend a
lot of cash in their efforts to put together
events like the NWC. Discussion and suggestions ranging from honorarium to reimbursement upon presentation of receipt to
the Treasurer. There being no consensus
the club President put this matter over for
further discussion.
• Pete Lembesis is interested in doing a
group purchase of tire chains. Interested
members should watch the Web board for
more details.
• Events
– NWC 2007 Report:
From all accounts and judging by the
e-mails coming into us NWC 2007 was a
huge success. The organizing Crew consisting of Dave & Pamela Blair and Shawn
Doherty endlessly thank their Judging &
Timing Crew for their tireless efforts in
helping pull this event off.
Many Thanks again to: John Parsons, Karl
Nylund, Roger Sutcliffe, Kirk Hillman
(from Calgary), Rick Mellenger, Phil Armstrong, Deb Waters, Teresa Doherty &

Andrea Newton.
Congratulations to all the competitors on
a job well done. We had 12 trucks registered to start from BC (6), Washington (2),
Oregon (3) and Alberta (1). 1 truck from
Washington canceled out the day before,
1 truck was a no show and then David
Tauber from Oregon made it all the way to
Princeton Friday afternoon but was forced
to go no further due to serious alternator
problems and return home. We started with
9 trucks on Friday night with the first truck
rolling out at 8:00 p.m. 7 trucks finished
NWC 2007 and more info will hit the website soon and in the Newsletter.
We welcome anyone attending to send in
their stories and photos from the event.
Roger Sutcliffe ended up being our 'official
photographer' for the 3 days and will be
sending in a CD in with the pictures that
Dave will then post on the website and I
will use for the Newsletter.
Also a breakdown of the points will be
posted on the web soon by Dave.
Results are as follows:
1st Place Team: BC
Pete Lembesis & Alex Kellas (D110) 735 pts
2nd Place Team: Oregon
Doug Shipman & Rick Pope (SIIA) 686 pts
3rd Place Team: Alberta
Andrew Howton & Dixon Strachan (D90) 640 pts
4th Place Team: BC
Kris Maksymuik & Scott Elias (D110) 605 pts
5th Place Team: Oregon
Neil Shipman & Pat Baker (RR) 594 pts
6th Place Team: BC
Don MacDonald & Barry Newton (D110) 579 pts
7th Place Team: Washington
Mike Back & Dennis Bell (RR) 566 pts
DNF's:
Floris van Weelderen & Dave Holwill - BC

Jeff London - BC
Hard Luck Award: Jeff London
Best Effort Award: Floris van Weelderen &
Dave Holwill
Good Samaritan Award: Doug Shipman
(put his truck in the way to stop Pete Lembesis
from sliding over the edge on the way up to
Lodestone)

• Trials event
It was decided that this event would be
cancelled for this year.
• Port Douglas Run
Kris has volunteered to organize a one day
run up to Port Douglas on November 17th.
Details will be posted on the Web board
• Hut Lake Run
Don MacDonald has volunteered to organize a one-day club run to Hut Lake on
November 4th. Details will be posted on
the Web board.
• Founder’s Day
The President confirmed basic date and
times for the event and asked for members
input about items such as vehicle entry
times, limits on swap meet items and an
off-leash area for children. There being
differing opinions, final decisions will be
announced at a later date.
• Alexander Mackenzie Heritage Trail
Kris asked for an expression of interest in
running this trail again sometime in 2008.
Initial interest seems strong. Watch for
details on the Web board
Members were reminded of the Land Rover
National Rally in Moab and the 60th anniversary of Land Rover, both in 2008.
Meeting adjourned 9:30 p.m.

November Meeting Minutes
November 15th, 2007
Bill Eastwood recording
Meeting commenced @ 7:31:29 p.m.,
Ricky’s Restaurant, Surrey, B.C.
Members Present: Don MacDonald, Dave
Blair, Stuart Longair, Shawn Doherty, Pete
Lembesis, Bill Eastwood, Bernie Buttner,
Andrea Newton, Glenn Daigle, Kris Maksymiuk, Phil Armstrong, John Parsons,
Andy Deane, Dave Vervaet.
Guests Present: Debbie Waters, Sharlene
MacEachern, Tim Mackinnon, Grace Ma,
Shad Lievesly.
• Minutes from the previous meeting:
(not read)
• Treasurer’s Report: Stuart Longair
Stuart Reports that we have $7556.31 in
the bank currently. He is still working on
reconciling paid and unpaid memberships.

We have approximately $1023.00 in merchandise inventory.
We have paid out $1640.00 towards the
Northwest Challenge.
Dave Blair reports that he has brought a
cheque from Pamela
Membership Update: Read by Bill Eastwood as submitted by Pamela Blair (Membership Coordinator)
– To date the Rover-Landers still has 85
members as well as 3 honorary and 10
advertisers/businesses.
– Scott Elias of Port Alberni still has to
pay up, he signed up at NWC. E-mail sent
to him on Oct. 29.
• Newsletter Report:
The winter issue of the Rover-Lander is
near completion and should be into the
printers before month end and then mailed
out within the first few days of December,

well before the Xmas rush.
– Just waiting on the President's Message
and a photo from Andrew Phillips and the
color spread to do.
– Support in terms of articles, photos and
info for this one has been spectacular.
Thanks everyone.
– The issue will be 36 pages and I hope to
hold it there with the color center spread
as promised.
• Old Business:
Club President Don MacDonald reviewed
several outstanding items from last month’s
meeting:
• Club Merchandise:
More discussion about suggested order of
goods for sale at the upcoming Founder’s
day.
– Gary Spicer and April Buttner were not
present but April has sent some quotes
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to Andy Deane via e-mail. Dave Blair
commented that Andy Deane should have
been mentioned as the primary contact
in regards to merchandise but his name
was absent from the list of contacts in last
month’s minutes. It was decided that Andy
be given a budget of a thousand dollars
to purchase 38 tee-shirts, 12 hats and 12
hoodies. (approx.)
• Alternate Meeting Locations:
It was decided that this matter would be
removed from the agenda pending any
interest shown on the web board.
• Whipsaw Committee Report:
– Shawn Doherty presented the results of
the first meeting of the committee to make
recommendations on how to spend the
recently donated $4000 dollars from BFG.
– The committee suggests that three guiding principles should direct the club in
regards to the spending of the money.
– That all the money should only go
towards the conservation and maintenance
of the trail.
– That the money be identifiably separate
from the club’s general revenue.
– That the club should not be in any hurry
to spend the money.
– Shawn also gave some general examples
of the types of things the money could go
towards: signage, new culverts, picnic tables,
outhouses, blocking by-pass routes, film documentary, T-Shirts for volunteers, etc.
• New Business:
– Fastenal Discount:
Andrea Newton has arranged a discount
for club members of 15% off wholesale at
Fastenal in Abbotsford in addition to their
North Vancouver location. Club members
must present Rover-Landers membership
card to get discount.
• BFG Link:
– Dave Blair asked the membership if
anyone would mind if he put a reciprocal
link on our home page to the BFGoodrich
Outstanding Trails site.
– Some discussion ensued about corporate
sponsorship and then a vote was called in
regards to Dave’s question. The members

present voted in favour of the link.
• AGM Proposals:
– Stuart Longair tabled a few proposals for
the AGM agenda. First he suggests a larger
Executive with more defined positions.
– Dave Blair pointed out that our constitution already contemplates up to eight additional director positions to augment the traditional President/Vice/Treasurer/Secretary.
– It was suggested that this idea be held
over for the new executive to consider.
Secondly Stuart suggested that the dues be
raised to $40.00 per year and that anyone
paying after June would only pay $20.00.
Stuart cited that costs such as those associated with the Northwest Challenge could
leave us short of funds. He also suggested
that administratively it would be easier to
keep track of.
– Some discussion both for and against the
idea. All agreed to put this on the AGM
agenda.
– Thirdly, Stuart presented the idea of
having club “calling” cards with members
names for trading and promoting the club
to others. Stuart asked the members if there
would be interest from each member to purchase cards like this in a bulk order.
The response was positive and it was decided that this should be tabled at the AGM.
– Fourthly Stuart wanted to see a formalization of our advertising policy and that
it be made available to the club members.
Last but not least Stuart recommended that
our club join the Tread Lightly group. He
cites that the cost is minimal for a group
and that they promote educational tools for
environmental conservation and responsible trail usage.
– Some were not supportive because of the
American bias of the group’s efforts.
– Bill suggested that our members were
not strict adherents to what Tread Lightly
are promoting.
– There was criticism of joining Tread
Lightly when we have only just broken our
alliance with the 4WDABC which some
consider a similar group with more local
connections.

• Events:
– Hut Lake Run
Don MacDonald led a one-day club run to
Hut Lake on November 4th. The Run was
a great success with pleasant weather and
eight vehicles participating
– Port Douglas Run
Kris has volunteered to organize a one day
Run up to Port Douglas on November 17th.
Details are posted on the Web board
– Founder’s Day
Dave confirmed his coordination of the
event. He said he would be posting info for
volunteers and making final arrangements
closer to the date of the event
– Alexander Mackenzie Heritage Trail
Details still to come on this 2008 event.
– Andrea Newton said that we should consider transporting some playground equipment up to the local first nations village as
a gesture of goodwill. She points out that
the children up there have very little in the
way of playground equipment.
– Deb Waters suggested that there may be
a possibility of securing some used equipment from contacts that she has.
Meeting adjourned 9:01:59 p.m.

Rover-Landers Stuff
• New Styles, sizes & colors

• Available are:
Caps: Baseball (cloth & oilskin) & Board style
T-Shirts: long & short sleeve
– available in sizes from S-XXL & child
Denim Shirts, Hoodies, Fleece Vests, Club
Stickers & Club URL stickers for your truck!
•
•
•
View online at www.roverlanders.bc.ca
or contact Andy Deane at dr.jbalo@shaw.ca
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BF Goodrich Outstanding Trails Event – September 15th, 2007

Text & photos by Larry Soo
courtesy of www.BC4x4.com
This year, the Whipsaw trail became
the first Canadian trail to be added to the
BFGoodrich Outstanding Trails program.
The program was created to honour trails
that have a significant meaning to the
off-road community, and to support those
groups that are working to preserve them
for future generations of off-roaders. In
the case of the Whipsaw trail, the group
that has taken on the primary responsibility for the trail's preservation is the RoverLanders 4x4 club. On September 15, they
hosted a trail run to introduce some representatives from BFG to the Whipsaw.
Due to the large number of vehicles
expected to participate, a high degree of
organization was required. The 7:00 am
drivers' meeting in Princeton (about 15
minutes from the trail head) began exactly
on time. Coffee, donuts, and lunches (generously provided by BFG) were distributed,
and waivers were signed (not for the food,
for the trail!). Instructions on the order of
vehicles, scheduled stops, and procedures
for handling trail side breakdowns were
issued. This was a crucial bit of information because some of the BFG people had
flights to catch after the trail run, so we
had to get through the trail in a reasonable
amount of time. The typical 4x4 symptom
of congregating for hours around a broken
vehicle, or extending photo opportunities
into lunch stops, had to be avoided at all
costs. Any breakdowns had to be pushed
to the side of the trail where support teams
would help them out.
We left the staging area by 7:45 am
which, in my opinion, was a very impressive start considering that there were about
25 vehicles in the group. Most were Land
Rovers, but there were a few guests of the
Rover-Landers who were driving Jeeps and
one Toyota. I was riding with Wil in his big
Toyota, and we were assigned number 23,

which put us near the very back of the pack.
The weather on this fine Saturday morning showed great promise. The sky was deep
blue and free of clouds. And because it was
September, there was no danger of being
swarmed by mosquitoes or black flies. The
only hardship would be dust. Lots of fine,
talc-like dust kicked up by the 20 or so Land
Rovers in front of us. The dust issue began
just after we aired down at the start of the
trail and would plague us for the rest of the
day. My only consolation was that everyone
else was suffering with it, too.
By 9:05 am, the first victim of the
push-it-to-the-side-of-the-trail proclamation appeared. A Defender 110 was having
over-heating issues. After holding up the
line for a few minutes, the group continued on with the Defender and a couple of
support vehicles remaining behind to deal
with the problem. Our first scheduled stop
was at the trapper's cabin. We stretched our
legs, took some photos, and marvelled at
how many vehicles were on the trail.
Shortly after we continued on our way,
another Defender was left on the side of the
trail. Chad's Land Rover was experiencing

an intermittent no-start condition so he and
his brother, Ryan, stayed behind to fix it.
As usual, the scenery was stunning.
The beautiful weather gave us clear views
of the neighbouring mountain peaks and
we all felt very lucky to be there. This is
the kind of back country scenery that puts
the meaning into "Beautiful BC." Unfortunately, we also got to see the indirect
reasons for why we were here. We stopped
at some of the more egregious examples of
off-trail mud bogging where thoughtless
fourwheelers have scarred the meadows
with deep, ugly ruts. Besides damaging
this sensitive environment, these ruts and
bogs create problems for ranchers who are
responsible for keeping the area in a condition suitable for range land. If the Ministry
of Forests decides that the land is not

being kept in good condition, they could
close access to the area which results in
ranchers losing range land and motorized
recreationists losing yet another trail system. The Rover-Landers have been posting
signs asking motorized recreations to stay
on the trail. In my opinion, the signs appear
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to have helped to some degree, because the
bogs didn't look as bad as I remembered
them. But off-trail fourwheeling is still
occurring and needs to be stopped.
We stopped for lunch at Hudson's
Meadow where Joe Mazur, BFG's LightTruck Brand Category Manager, talked to
us about the Outstanding Trails program.
Although BFG has a strong presence in
off-road racing, they are very well aware
of the importance that back country trails
have in introducing people to four-wheeling, and their Outstanding Trails program
is a way for them to give back to the four
wheeling community, as well as acknowledging the spirit of the people involved in
the sport. Mazur also mentioned that there
are groups who are trying to take these
trails away, so efforts by groups such as
the Rover-Landers are particularly important and should be recognized. In closing,
he presented a the Rover-Landers with a
cheque for $4,000 to support them in their
work to preserve the trail and maintain
access for motorized recreationists. BFG
also gave away a variety of door prizes.

tures thicker cords, a different rubber compound, and more rubber in the sidewall.
Greater sidewall strength is something that
most four wheelers around here can appreciate, due to the stumps and roots that we
are often sliding into. Phase 1 of the tire's
introduction began this month, and focuses
on the 17" wheel size. The 2nd phase
begins next year with the introduction of
15" and 16" wheel sizes.
After lunch, the group continued on
to Wells Lake, then to Lodestone Lake,
and finally down to Coalmont and back
to paved roads. One Range Rover blew a
front end on the climb up Falcon Hill but I
wasn't there to witness it. Wil and I had to
head back to the coast so we turned around
before Wells Lake.
The Rover-Landers did a magnificent
job of herding that many vehicles through
the trail, and we were very privileged to
have such wonderful weather for this very
important trip. I'd like to thank BFGoodrich for supporting the four wheeling
community, and the Rover-Landers for
taking care of the Whipsaw trail.
... lars

BFG's Official Press Release
PRINCETON, British Columbia
Sept. 15, 2007
Photos by Tom Coles,
BFG Official Photographer
Kris, a member of the Rover-Landers, won
the big prize, a $1,000 gift certificate good
for any BFG products.
Speaking of which, an example of the
brand new BFG MT tire was also on display. It bears a striking resemblance to the

Krawler competition tire, and is clearly
designed for off-roaders who have been
gravitating to the more aggressive end of
the radial tire spectrum. The primary difference of the new MT vs. the classic MT
is that it had improved sidewall strength,
which they refer to as Crawler Tech. It fea-

Nestled in the rugged wilderness of
the Cascade Mountains, lies the beautiful Whipsaw Trail recognized today by
BFGoodrich Tires. The well-known public
off-road trail was honored as one of their
2007 Outstanding Trails for its uniqueness,
history and scenic views.
More than 50 off-road enthusiasts from
the Rover-Landers club of British Columbia (BC) were in attendance as BFGoodrich
representatives presented a grant to the
club. The grant will be used to preserve the
scenic trail and allow for the continuation
of conservation efforts for one of Canada's
most picture-perfect areas.
BFGoodrich Tires, working in conjunction with Tread Lightly!® and United
Four Wheel Drive Associations (UFWDA)
launched the Outstanding Trails program
in 2006 and over the course of two years
has recognized eleven trails. Whipsaw is
one of six trail locations being recognized
by BFGoodrich this year. A long time

favorite of B.C. off-roaders, Whipsaw is
well-known for its breathtaking views and
challenging off-road obstacles.
"The Whipsaw Trail offers something
for every skill level and combines off-road
adventure with unbelievable views," said
Joe Mazur, light truck brand category
manager for BFGoodrich Tires. "We're
honored to team up with groups like the
Rover-Landers of British Columbia to help
in the conservation efforts and ensure this
area will continue to stay in tact and safe
for all future visitors."
The Rover-Landers of British Columbia
is a registered non-profit society for Land

Rover enthusiasts in and around British
Columbia. The club strives to bring together people of common interest to enjoy
off-road driving and share information
regarding the maintenance, restoration and
preservation of Land Rover vehicles.
"We are so pleased to see that the Tread
Lightly attitude seems to be getting to all
corners of the off-road community," said
David Blair, Rover-Landers vice president.
"Over the past several decades, the ecosystems along the Whipsaw Trail have been
damaged and need recovery from overuse
and mud-bogging. Being recognized as
an Outstanding Trail helps us continue to
restore and preserve one of the most beautiful trails in all of British Columbia."
The following additional five trails the

BFGoodrich Tires Outstanding Trails program recognizes for 2007 are:
• The Rubicon Trail, located in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains west of Lake Tahoe, Calif.
• Redbird State Riding Area, Indiana's first
and only Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) facility
• Crushers at Tillamook, located in the Coast
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Range Mountains of northwest Oregon
• Poughkeepsie Gulch, located in the San
Juan Mountains of Colorado
• Flat Nasty, which offers more than 800 acres
of Ozark Mountain terrain in Jadwin, Mo.
In its first season, the 2006 Outstanding
Trails program honored five off-road trails.
Black Bear Pass, near Ouray, Colorado, is
a picturesque trail nestled in the San Juan
Mountains. Pyeatt Draw, a scenic and exciting trail situated in Payson, Arizona. Hell's
Revenge, with its slick sandstone slopes
brings adventure to thrill seekers in Moab,
Utah. Historic Naches Pass, also known
as the Longmire Wagon Train, takes off
road drivers over the Cascade Mountains
in Naches, Washington. Last, but not least,
Upper Tellico OHV Area, Trail #4, located

in the Natahala National Forest, is located
in North Carolina where Tennessee, South
Carolina and Georgia meet.
To learn more about these trails, visit
the Outstanding Trails Web site at www.
bfgoodrichtires.com/outstandingtrails.
Both Tread Lightly!® and UFWDA
are non-profit organization dedicated to
responsible and ethical outdoor recreation.
BFGoodrich Tires collaborated with these
two groups to select the finest off-road
trails, and will continue to work with these
organizations on restoration and education
initiatives.
BFGoodrich Tires
Using motorsports as a proving ground
for more than 30 years, BFGoodrich Tires is

involved in every type of racing, including
oval, sports car, drifting, drag, desert, dirt, rally
(Dakar and WRC) and extreme rock-crawling.
BFGoodrich Tires combines technological
expertise with vast motorsports experience,
delivering a high-performance tire for every
type of vehicle. Visit BFGoodrich Tires online
at www.bfgoodrichtires.com.

The following photos by: L. Soo, T. Coles, K. Maksymuik & P. Blair

ABFM – Portland, Oregon
September 2007
Text & photos by Stuart Longair
This year's trip to Portland was the best so
far for me and it is always nice to make new
Land Rover friends from all over the world.
The greatest happening was the fact that the
biggest trophy "Best Land Rover" went again
to a non-USA Rover. Last year our own Ryan
Ulansky won it and this year Chris Stocker
from Zurich took the honours. There certainly
is growing pressure for an American to actually win their own Trophy.
Sunday's run up to 3/4 rock was wonderful with 14 vehicles including one RHD
Discovery 3 from the UK on a tour. From
there we headed east and up the backside

Series Line-Up
Winning Truck

and spent the first night camping at the
base of Mount Rainer then on to Leavenworth. All in all a lot of fun despite the fact
I got sideswiped on I5 going down (gored
by a Taurus), now I know what sliders are
really for. Same time next year then on to
Moab for the Land Rover National Rally!
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A glance back at the last Whipsaw & Lodestone Lake clean-ups
Photos by Roving Photographix
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NorthWest Challenge - Oct 19 - 21st, 2007

Write-ups by: Pamela Blair, Shawn
Doherty & Pete Lembesis
Photos by Roger Sutcliffe© & P. Blair
NWC T-shirt graphic by Dave Blair
We have broken the write-up for NorthWest Challenge 2007 into three parts for
you in an effort to give different perspectives on the whole event from the planning
stages to being a volunteer to a competitor... and then winning!
I will do ours from the organizational
point of view which will include some of
the initial planning runs and finishing up
with the final results. Shawn Doherty's
will be next on being part of the organizing
team as well as being an integral volunteer.
Pete Lembesis was NWC 2007's winning
driver and is done from the competitor side
of things and from behind the wheel.
So here we go, get your wellies on for in
the end it was a down and dirty event!
We won't go all the way back to the beginning of time here only to the point where
Dave took over the reins of NWC in August
when Don MacDonald found that he was
too busy. This happened around the time
we were departing for the National Rally in
August. We decided while away to just leave
it all alone till we were back. However, we
did do a bit of thinking aloud in the truck on
the way home, more just to keep each other
awake with the long hours driving home.
Dave was determined that this would
not be the year NWC collapsed or was
canceled and especially not on home turf.
He managed to get registration information
online in early September and then hoped
for the best. But before anything could
really start in planning NWC we (Dave,
Shawn & I) had to first put on the BFG
Outstanding Trail Event on Sept. 15th for
the Whipsaw Trail which alone was a huge
undertaking for just a 1-day show.
Shawn (what-would-we-ever-do-without-you!!) Doherty jumped in with both
feet and agreed to help organize NWC
with Dave. Personally I just wanted to run

and hide at this point. I had never been to a
NWC with Dave in the past as I was either
away competing (horsey stuff) myself, or
could not get feeders in for the horses and
dogs, or as was the case in 2001, I had just
returned from the UK with a nasty flu bug.
So I was not totally sure of what I was getting myself into other than I knew Dave
really needed help, but then Dave knows he
can always rely on me for anything.
Originally NWC was going to take place
in the north Okanagan, but after a few weekend warrior runs by us into the back country
we could not come up with trails challenging enough, although access to the hills up
here are a challenge in itself.
I suggested to Dave about using the
Whipsaw area as we and Shawn were
familiar with the trails. He said, "Can't, we
used if for the 2004 NWC." I replied, "Fine,
but can we not use different parts of it or
other roads and trails in the area??"
So on the September long weekend we
met up with Shawn, 10 week old O'Doul
and Bill Eastwood at Sunday Summit
outside of Princeton. The goal being to
do a check run through the Whipsaw the
next day for the BFG event but also to first
explore the Friday Creek area and see what
we could use for runs there for NWC. We
found some great spots for some challenging runs (especially for at night). I GPS'd
the whole area and the Whipsaw the next
day, gritting my teeth for two days always
on the edge of motion sickness as I balanced the laptop on my knees and typed
waypoints and info in.
We camped at the Corral area that night
and agreed that this location would make
a good starting spot and camping area for
NWC. So far so good.
Bill, Shawn, Dave & I ran the Whipsaw
in record time the next day to the point of
us scratching our heads at the other end in
Granite City while airing up saying – either
we are all getting better at this off-roading
stuff, or the Whipsaw is getting easier or
are our trucks are just way better? We were
through from end to end in under 5 hours!
I know for me the first time I ran the
Whipsaw with Dave and Willow in 2001 in
our Series truck it was a painful and grueling long day I simply want to forget. Ten
hours I think it took from the highway turnoff to Lodestone Lake. But like Shawn we
have now done the Whipsaw so many times
we could do it blindfolded and yes the truck
is now better, even the Series truck!
September 7th & 8th saw Dave & I back
again meeting Shawn, O'Doul, Andrew

Phillips & Bailey this time at the Granite
City campground. These two days were
spent looking for areas to do tasks or challenges in for NWC. We took a run up to the
area below the coal mine and explored this
boggy
area
that Shawn
seemed to have
serious trepidation about
and unwilling
to ever take
his SIII near
again.
We
found the bog
or more accurately bogs, 5
in total. The
road
made
famous when
Pete Lembesis
managed to
get his Unimog stuck in on the May long
weekend in 2006. It was here Dave and
Shawn got really fired up with Dave devilishly rubbing his hands together saying,
"Boys, I think we've got 'em!"
From there it was up to Lodestone Lake
(always more than just one thing happening
on these trips) to do some sign and picnic

table painting and outhouse repairs. Then
another GPS'ing (gag!) trek down the Badger back along Arrastra Creek FSR and
into the Slate Creek area looking for more
Challenge spots. It was on this weekend's
trip that we discovered the old tram line.

Crazy thing is we had all been driving past
it for years in the trees and had no idea it
was there. Things were starting to gel at
this point but we still had to get the BFG
event put to bed and pray the NWC entries
would soon start rolling in.
September 14th came and Dave & I
found ourselves once again in the bustling
metropolis of Princeton. This time we decid-
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ed to throw some money Princeton's way
and stayed at the Best Western with Oliver
& Jaime for the two nights instead of camping out at Granite City. Believe me that soft
clean bed and hot shower felt really good
Saturday night after all the dust the Whipsaw
threw up at everyone on the BFG Run.
Home again and by the September Rover-Landers meeting NWC entries were few
and far between with only 4 trucks entered
and even fewer volunteers on board. Time
to start panicking? A quick decision was
made to push the event off the traditional
Thanksgiving weekend to 2 weeks ahead
on the 19-21st. By October 1st 9 trucks had
entered and Dave was insisting on 10 minimum. Two more signed up on Oct. 10th and
the last one coming in on Oct. 12th giving
a total of 12 Rovers entered. 6 from BC,
1 from Alberta, 2 from Washington and 3
from Oregon. It was now all systems go!
Dave, Ollie, Jaime & I were back again
into the Whipsaw area on the 6-7th of the
Thanksgiving weekend working out final
details on routes and challenge locations.
On our own this time and starting at the
south end we drove up the Whipsaw FSR
only to discover about 4" of fresh snow
at the corral camp spot. Hmmm... what to
do, what to do. As we frantically tossed
ideas about a group of about a dozen
ATV's showed up heading out from up top.
Friendly, they stopped and chatted saying
that there was no way anyone was getting
through the Whipsaw as there was a foot
or more of snow up top. Unsure what to
do so late in the process we headed back
out to the highway and cell range to phone
Shawn. Shawn responded with, "Do whatever you feel is best guys." So out the door
went running the entire Whipsaw as part
of NWC, no use slogging through feet of
snow all day to get nowhere.
Really frustrated but not beaten we
headed north to Coalmont and up to Lodestone for a better look at that side of things.
The fall colors were gorgeous down below
but as we got closer to Lodestone it was...
unbelievable! 12-15" of snow and ice
forming on the lake. But we were all just in
here 3 weeks prior for BFG!!! Everything
was now a serious winter wonderland.
Back down the mountain to Blakeburn

we went and set about really putting our
thinking caps on and using anything and
everything we could find in the areas from
Granite City to Blakeburn to Lodestone. In
all this process we found new and exciting areas and mining ruins we never knew
were hiding in the trees and gulleys.
What our volunteers and competitors
saw in the end was maybe a whole lot of
crazy stuff going on but seriously there was
a method to all the madness and at the end
of the day all that madness came out okay.
Dave & I still cannot thank our crew of
volunteers enough in the end for it was a long
three days of an event with many people having to take the Friday off work to come and
help. Without their help and dedication, many
of whom had been competitors of NWC in
the past, this event would have failed.
Huge thanks to: Shawn & Teresa
Doherty, John Parsons, Karl Nylund, Rick
Mellenger, Roger Sutcliffe, Phil Armstrong, Deb Waters, Andrea Newton &
Kirk Hillman (who came out from Calgary to
help!) and Whisper the lone Rover-Pup.

The Volunteers

Here is what Doug Shipman (the NWC
guru) had to say about NWC 2007: “I
wanted to take a minute and Thank the RoverLanders Club for a outstanding Northwest
Challenge. I have attended all of them the past
19 yrs, and this was one of the funnest, challenging, and best organized of them all. Setting
up camp, in the snow, at 3 am Saturday morn
was a nice touch that we'll all remember with a
smile, now that it's over. The record number of
Tasks just added to the fun and kept us on our
toes. Imagine driving a Trials Task blindfolded,
backwards, co-pilot having to drive, a bowl of
water on the hood to keep water in for points, a
timed run to boot, any or all of the above, and
you can imagine the fun we had. Throw in a
reverse winch exercise and tire change with NO
jack. Oh what fun. Just when I thought the NWC
should be made more simple and fun for the
masses, they go and make it what the NWC was
meant to be… FUN and Challenging. Thanks to
all up north for the hard work putting it on and
making my year much more complete.”

Congratulations to all the Teams but it
was one of our B.C. Teams who won this
year’s event in the end proving they had
the guts and skill to pull off a great win

with 735 points out of a possible 850 and
without a winch! It was a sweet moment as
it was back in 2001 when a B.C. Team last
won NWC.
NWC 2007 Results
1st Place Team: BC - 735 pts
Pete Lembesis & Alex Kellas – D110
2nd Place Team: OR - 686 pts
Doug Shipman & Rick Pope – SIIA
3rd Place Team: AB - 640 pts
Andrew Howton & Dixon Strachan – D90
4th Place Team: BC - 605 pts
Kris Maksymuik & Scott Elias – D110
5th Place Team: OR - 594 pts
Neil Shipman & Pat Baker – Range Rover
6th Place Team: BC - 579 pts
Don MacDonald & Barry Newton – D110
7th Place Team: WA - 566 pts
Mike Bach & Dennis Bell – Range Rover
Great Effort Award
Floris vanWeelderen & Dave Holwill, BC –
SIIA 109
Hard Luck Award
Jeff London, BC – Range Rover
Good Samaritan Award
Doug Shipman, for stopping Pete's truck from
sliding off the edge with his own truck.

So... in the
end we all had a
great time but it
was not officially over until the
last cake crumbs
were consumed
by Barry!
Now
onto
Shawn's piece.

NWC 2007
by Shawn Doherty
• Friday October 19th:
As a volunteer I had been in the area several times prior to the challenge to set up the
event. Due to the snow in the high country
the event had to be changed considerably
just a week before today. But today’s event
was not changed at all and I was perversely
delighted in what we had in store for the
contenders.
The event started at 8:00 p.m. with the
first two trucks out and a run up a narrow
quad trail with a few route finding challenges ending in a terrible track with five
muddy bogs to cross. Kirk and I swept the
trail after the last trucks and followed them
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Friday night at the Check-In tent at Granite City

up to the bog area, here we parked and
walked in. There was a line up trucks waiting for the first ones to cross the first challenge I had thought this would take them
all night but as they progressed through the
trail they worked more and more as a team
and I was extremely impressed at their
problem solving abilities and their support
of each other. So completing a trail in the
snow late at night that most people would
not walk in daylight was systematically
overcome.
At 2:00 a.m. we all rolled into camp
and set up tents in the snow, everyone
seemingly in good humour. This was a
team of guys you would be happy to travel
anywhere with.
• Saturday October 20th
We awoke this morning to a siren (Thanks
Dave!), it was early and with little sleep I
had a headache, I imagine the Challengers
had it a lot worse. I just had time for coffee when the Drivers Meeting started and
next thing I knew Pamela was handing out
lunches to everyone for today.
Then they were off and heading up
to Lodestone Lake and down the Badger
where we would meet them with the next
Challenge. On the recon run to Lodestone
the day before it could not determined if
this would be passable or not today, but
most made it although two trucks turned
back but at least they gave it a good try.
The next challenge was a “fishbowl”
challenge where they were to drive through
seven gates with a fishbowl full of water
strapped on their hood. This was a timed
event and points were given for speed
through and with the greatest amount of

Shawn gets Doug Shipman ready for the
Fish Bowl Challenge

water left. Again the Challengers adapted
to the event with different techniques and
it seemed that speed won.
The next Challenge was a tyre change
without a jack and although I was not there
I hear Pete Lembesis backed over his spare
to lift the truck up, definitely thinking
out of the box here. After that they went
back up the hill to a blindfold challenge
where the drivers were blindfolded driving
through RTV gates.
After this they went down to the bottom
of the hill and then back up last night’s
quad trail with a left turn before the bog.
This trail would lead them to a “timed run”
or race. It ended up being quite a challenge just to get here as one hill had a very
slippery side slope. At this timed event I
almost had to close my eyes as trucks went
faster and faster through the course which
ended down hill in a rocky clearing.
After this event Pamela and I beetled
back to camp to get dinner started as we
were the designated chief cooks and bottle
washers providing dinner for everyone that
night. The Challengers went on a hill climb
along the tram line and then made their
way back to camp to a nice camp fire and
dinner. Homemade chili had been made
by my lovely wife Teresa and it was a hit!
with many of the Challengers downing 3 to
4 bowls each.
• Sunday October 21st
Another day and another start with a siren
by Dave on the loud-hailer. Today started
with a winching yourself backwards challenge which everyone completed equally
although some were more equal than others. After this we had another hill climb
“timed event" race and yet again speed
won out and then the presentation of
awards where everyone got a little something.
It was
sure a lot of
fun putting
on this event
especially
with Dave &
Pamela who
did all the
thinking and
planning and
made it easy
for me to go
along for the
ride.
Definitely
a time I’ll
never forget.

Northwest Challenge 2007
From behind the wheel
by Pete Lembesis
It’s been taking place annually for nearly
20 years, but the 2007 Northwest Challenge
was to be my first. I had run a few of the
trails around Princeton, BC with the RoverLanders before and really enjoyed them so I
was looking forward to NWC’07. However,
from where I sat, the start to the weekend
didn’t look too good. I was running late and
my 110 wasn’t interested in running at all.
Was it because it knew the abuse it was about
to endure? Nah, just a worn out distributor.
Thankfully, Aart Vanderstar at UK Trek &
Traction came to the rescue, allowing me to
borrow one pirated from a 3.5 he had lying
around his shop. So, after three hours of testing and tuning, we were finally off. $70 in gas
and about three hours later, we met Kris Maksymuik at the Kal Tire in Princeton, where he
was having his recently won BFGs mounted
up. This was followed by a quick trip to the
supermarket, then off to register and complete
our tech inspection.
My copilot Alex Kellas and I were paired
up with a team from the States, Mike Bach
and Dennis Bell, in a Range Rover. They
seemed like good guys but more important
to us at that moment were their navigation
skills and the Rangie’s winch, since I didn’t
have one and expected a tough night ahead
of us. We set off, the first group out of the
gate, with Alex entering the 18 waypoints
as I drove. Between all the shaking and the
darkness, I still don’t know how he managed it. Early on, the course was tight, but
not too difficult. We wound our way through
a series of ATV trails, gaining elevation as
we went, and adding new pinstripes to my
110’s well-worn paint. No matter, soon it
would be a fresh shade of brown, courtesy
of the difficulties we were about to encounter. Ahead we found snow, mud, and the
first challenge, a series of knee-deep mud
holes, complete with large logs and steep
ramps thrown in for good measure. We dove
in, rooster tails flying, while the tires fought
to find traction. It wasn’t long before mud
covered the windows, completely obscuring my vision. Forward progress ground to
a halt and several back and forth attempts
yielded no real gain, rather helped to ensure
the back of the 110 filled with muddy
water. You’ve got to love those Land Rover
door seals! Alex and Mike soon had the
winch cable through a snatch block that
was secured to a tree on the far side of the
mud hole, then back to the front of my 110.
The winch began reeling in the cable but
instead of pulling my truck forward, it was
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dragging the Range Rover toward the mud
hole. Mike anchored the back of his truck
to a tree and after my 110 was finally pulled
free, he used the winch to drag the Range
Rover through the hole. At this rate, it was
going to be a long nigh
Not far up the trail, we were stopped
again, this time by a monster quagmire known
as the Mog Bog! Having gone a few rounds
with it on a previous occasion, I knew we had
no hope getting through the four-foot deep
mud pit. While Dennis and Mike worked
their way through the soup of the smaller
bypass hole, I tried to leave decoy tracks running up to the edge of the bog, and promptly
got the front wheels buried. By that point, the
pack of competitors caught up to us so I got
Don MacDonald, from the group just behind
us, to tug me back out onto terra firma. I then
dropped into the bypass pit and immediately
soaked the ignition – damn, too much speed.
Again, the winch came out while I tried to refire the 110’s V8. It started but had no power.
Thanks to Mike and his winch, we managed
to free my truck of the mud hole’s icy grip,
even though the wet ignition turned my V8
into a V4.
With the mud holes behind us, we hoped
the course was finally going to ease up on us,
but this wasn’t to be. Ahead lay a very steep
and very slimy hill. No amount of power or
variation in the line taken got us even close

to top of that climb. Once again, Mike and
his winch came the rescue. He hoisted his
truck up the slope and then dropped a strap
to us. With the worst now behind us, we
made short work of the remainder of Friday
night’s challenges. We met the marshals at
the top of the hill and waited in the cold
another two hours for the rest of the group
to join us. During the drive back to camp, it
occurred to me that we were lucky to have
been paired up with Dennis and Mike. Even

at 2:00 a.m., their great attitude and loads
of energy were every bit as important as the
winch mounted on Mike’s Range Rover.
The next morning came far too soon. It
was cold and damp and I really could have
used a few more hours of sleep. But there
was no time for sleep as a full day of new
challenges lay ahead. Saturday’s events
started with a trail ride up to Loadstone
Lake through the snow. On Friday night,
we were the first group out but on Saturday
morning we were near the back of the pack.
I mention this because it meant that all that
nice fresh snow that those up front got to
enjoy, had been packed down into a slippery

luge course by the time we got to it. Those
with chains or siped tires seemed to do ok
but my BFG MT’s were about as useful as
a snow saucer! It got so bad that I think I
would have gone over the side of the trail
had Doug Shipman, who was behind me,
not helped by playing bumper cars with me.
After sliding backwards and slamming hard
into Doug’s Rover several times, I figured
that the back of my 110 or the nose of his
90 was going to be an ugly mess. Surprisingly, except for a bit of chipped paint on
my trailer hitch, there was no damage at
all. Thanks Doug, hopefully, I can return
the favor some day! Well, Mike came to the
rescue again, this time offering me his tire
chains. They went on in just a minute and
completely transformed my 110 from sled
to snow cat! This was not the last we were
to see of Mike’s awesome chains.
The excitement on the snow-covered
trail ended and we finally got to the first
special task, the fishbowl trial. For this
task, a fishbowl with liter graduations was
strapped to the hood of each vehicle. The
bowl was filled with water and each team
had to negotiate a bumpy obstacle coarse
with the clock running. You were scored
through a combination of time and the
amount of water remaining in the bowl. So,
what strategy were we going to use, slow
and steady, in order to minimize the loss of
water, or blast through as quickly as possible, to try and score the most time points.
We decided on the latter so I pushed the 110
through the coarse as quickly as I could,
spilling all but about a liter of water. The
quick run lost us water points but scored lots
of time points and though we didn’t know

exactly how we compared to the others, we
felt that we did pretty well.
The next task was the tire change. The
object of this challenge was to remove a
wheel, run it around the truck, and remount
it back where it came from, all without using
a jack. As we waited for our turn, Alex and I
talked about how we were going to approach
this. I thought we might use a log to back up
onto but Alex explained that he had once used
the spare tire itself on VW Beetle in much
the same way. So, the spare it was. At first,
the judges thought we were going to try dismounting the spare, running it around the 110,
and remounting it to it’s carrier. Their cries of
foul soon fell silent as they began to see what
we were actually up to. It took a couple tries,
but finally the Rover rolled up onto the spare,
lifting a rear wheel off the ground far enough
to remove it. In the end, Alex’s VW “jack”
helped us through the maneuver fastest, netting us maximum points.
From tire changing without a jack, to
driving without seeing the next challenge
was to negotiate a short course while wearing a blindfold. I relied on directions from
Alex but although we spoke the same language, communication wasn’t always easy.
Even the sensation of motion, so familiar
when we’re able see, was difficult to feel
without vision and it was often hard to tell
if we were actually moving. We completed
the task, but lost several points for making
a few mistakes.
With my eyesight restored, we began
making our way uphill to the next challenge. The trail soon turned so greasy, even
walking on it was difficult. Several trucks
powered their way up but only narrowly
escaped slipping over the steep embankment. Rather than risk sliding off the trail,
we chained up and climbed the slope in
low range. The end of this trail brought
us to the start of a time trial where we had
to race up a hill, around several tramline
towers, and back down again. I tried hard
to put my foot through the bulkhead while
mashing the accelerator, and Alex called
out steering directions and obstacle warnings as if we were running a rally car. With
the V8 screaming, we flew up the hill and
as we crested the summit, a scene from a
Mad Max movie suddenly came into view!
HOLY SH-T, THOSE ARE SMOLDERING
TREE STUMPS! This is going to be bad, I
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thought as we threaded our way through the
smoke-filled minefield. Somehow, we managed to avoid destroying the 110 and with
liberal doses of the go pedal, sailed back
down the hill, crossing the finish line to a
skidding stop. The first time through was a
thrilling ride and we scored well but there
was to be another round and I doubted we
were going to get away clean and fast again.
As competitors made their second runs, the
times grew shorter and I knew we had to
better our previous run to win. In the end,
Alex and I managed to shave a few seconds
off our first time, escaped injuring the truck,
and finally finished fastest.
With the day’s last challenge complete,
it was time we made our way back to
camp. The bad news was that we still had
to descend the greasy slope we came up
earlier. In a true spirit of teamwork, all the
competitors picked up shovels and dug a rut
to keep the trucks from sliding off the trail
and into a certain rollover. With everyone
down safely, we returned to the base camp
and enjoyed a hot, NWC staff-prepared
dinner and a cocktail around the campfire.
Besides reliving the day’s events, the discussion naturally turned to Rover tech, what
else. Since everyone was tired, we made an
early night of it to prepare for Sunday morn-

ing’s 6:30 wake up call.
Sunday morning began with an exercise
in winching backwards. Alex and I used
a method of backward winching that uses
several tree-mounted snatch blocks and a
front mounted winch. Since I had no winch,
Shawn Doherty kind enough to lend us his
109 and though we performed it successfully, the three snatch block method turned
out to be overkill. While we were busy
over-engineering our approach, others simply strung the cable under their Rovers and
winched away, scoring full points for this
task, the same as we did.
Winching wasn’t the only thing we were
to do backwards on Sunday. The next challenge had driver and navigator swap places
and the object was for the navigator to
maneuver through and a number of gates
backwards, without stopping. The rules
stated that I had to remain in the truck, but
they didn’t prohibit me from finding a better
vantage point. I crawled into the back of my
110 and into bed, to help Alex out by spotting from the rear. In spite of my lying down
on the job, our arrangement worked out well
and Alex was able to back my long wheelbase Defender through all the gates cleanly,
again scoring maximum points.
The final challenge was a timed run up

a logging trail that had several deep cuts
across it. Besides limiting speed, the cuts
made the going pretty rough and most
trucks scraped and dug their way through
as the cuts swallowed the front wheels. We
made our way to the top, with the 110 soaking up all the abuse I could throw at it but I
had difficulty figuring out where exactly we
were to turn around. After finally getting
the truck pointed in the right direction, we
descended the hill via the same route and
crossed the finish line with the only the rear
axle on the ground!
2007’s edition of the Northwest Challenge ended with the award ceremony.
There were prizes for everyone, thanks to
the generosity of several great sponsors
and the Rover-Landers. I’d like to thank
all those that worked hard to put this year’s
Northwest Challenge together as I was not
alone in feeling it was a great success. I
had a great time competing, but next time,
I think I’ll stick to working as a marshal. I
don’t know how much more punishment my
poor 110 can take and after all, the V8 will
be long gone, replaced by a more efficient,
but slower diesel. It’s a far more sensible
option... unless there are trophy girls! Forget sensible options, I wonder how quickly
I could swap back to the old V8?

Doug Shipman's SIIA tries to get un-bogged.

Oops! It fell off. Kris & Scott attempt the tire change.

1st Place Team: Pete Lembesis & Alex Kellas - BC

Daddy Doug makes sure son Neil is good to go.

Don MacDonald & Barry Newton speed on by.

2nd Place Team: Doug Shipman & Rick Pope - OR

Andrew & Dixon giving the Fish Bowl a try.

A salute to the co-Drivers!

3rd Place Team: Andrew Howton & Dixon Strachan - AB
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Rover-Landers of BC 2007 Events
a busy year
for many
Land Rover
enthusiasts
in british
columbia
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TeamDust – Baja bound and golden!
Text by Pamela Blair
Photos by R. & C. Ulansky, Mr. & Mrs.
Ulansky & P. Blair
Always on the prowl for new items to
feature in the Rover-Lander, I decided a few
month back we should find out just what
those Ulansky Boys were really up to.
Many of us were treated at the BFG
Event in mid September to one of the first
viewings of Chad's new acquisition from
the Middle East, an official racing Land
Rover called Saluki II.
Ryan e-mailed me before the BFG event
to say his brother Chad would like to attend
with his new Land Rover. I (a tad naive at
the time) asked the usual questions I seem
to ask before an event, "What model and
color please." Ryan e-mailed me back right
away saying, "Ummm, not sure really. Sort
of black, sort of gold, can't really say for
sure. Here I will e-mail you a picture." The
picture arrived through cyberspace and I
quickly replied saying, "Wow! Do I need
to wear sunglasses?" I could hear Ryan
chuckling in his office as I had just been
treated to my first view of Chad's new racing Land Rover – soon to be renamed and
known to all as 'Tazi'. Tazi is the Arabic
version of Saluki (which is an African racing dog) and what this truck was originally
named as. So let's see if this 'dog' can howl
with it's new driver/owner at the wheel.

At the BFG Event - September

During October and November as I was
laying out this issue and gathering all I
could on Chad & Ryan's plans on getting to
and through the Baja 1000 Race with Tazi,
I thought hey... let's make it into a RoverLanders Member Profile as well. Shawn & I
have been trying for awhile to get members
going with their profiles, unfortunately we
keep striking out. So here we go with the
Ulansky Brothers, two for the price of one!
Ryan gave me carte blanche to use
whatever I wanted in terms of text and
photos from their TeamDust website – so
hang on tight everyone 'cause here we go
as The Boys prepare, leave and compete in
this year's Baja 1000 Race in Mexico on
November 13-15th with the golden Tazi.

Meet the Boys & their Trucks
• Chad: Chad signed up as a new RoverLander member in September and calls the
beautiful central Okanagan city of Kelowna
home, but his work as a geologist takes him
anywhere and everywhere. Chad an avid
adventure athlete and is the two time winner
of the Desert Challenge a 250 km run out
of Namibia, Africa. Chad has no problems
admitting he has never watched a car race
let alone competed in one! Chad is TeamDust's official driver and who according
to the sticker above the driver's side of the
windscreen is the 'Lead Dog' for Tazi.
'Tazi', formerly known as 'Saluki II' and
once owned by Team Saluki who are
based out of Dubai, UAE, is a Defender
110 4.81 V8 that was modified by Land
Rover in 1986 thus making it suitable for
rally racing. 21 years later this truck is
still competing and still able to howl with
the best. Team Saluki decided this year
to sell off Saluki II after it seems Lady
Luck was not on their side anymore thus
prompting Chad (who apparently was
looking for a racer) to e-mail his brother
Ryan with "Possibly the One?"
This truck's racing career goes back to
2003 with the FIA Championship Rally;
Peace Rally - Jan 04; 1000 Dunes - Feb
04; Spring Desert Rally - Mar 04; Federation Rally - Apr 04; Championships Rally
- May 04; UAE Desert Rally - Oct 04 & 05,
UAE Desert Challenge - Nov 05 & 06.
• A review on Team Saluki can be seen in
the February 2007 LRM issue – Gremlins
in the Dust or The Midas Touch.
• Ryan: The younger of the two brothers,
works and lives in Vancouver as an engineer. Like his bro Chad, Ryan at times seems
to work in exciting and far away lands too
and is also an avid adventure athlete having
been the winner of the 2006 Safari Adventure
Race. Ryan has been a Rover-Lander member
since 1999 (featured on 2 covers) and bought
his current Land Rover a 1986 Defender 110
SW TD5 back in 2002 while in Africa. This
truck is always a crowd pleaser and seems to

pull in the awards at Founder's Day or any
ABFM.
Ryan calls his Land Rover 'CK' which is
short for 'Chirumba Kusakara'. The story
behind this name is that while it was off
on an African adventure with a former
owner in the Kalahari Desert they came
upon a small village where the local people
when they saw the Land Rover called out,
"Chirumba Kusakara, Chirumba Kusakara." Translated into English it means – "the
unstoppable one".
Ryan is signed on as TeamDust's co-driver
and the official truck fixer and goes by the
name of - 'Guide Dog'.

Hang on now everyone as here we go and
head off to Mexico (Castrol stickers stripped
off and Rover-Landers stickers on) and the Baja
1000 Race with Chad, Ryan, CK & Tazi.
Full details can be viewed on the Team
Dust website – www.TeamDust.com.

Tazi

A bit of race history here for those of
you like me who are just 'not quite sure
what the Baja 1000 is all about'.
• The Baja 1000 was started in 1967 (many
howling coyote moons ago) and it seems
almost anything and everything can enter
and compete from cars and trucks to quads
(ATV's). Entrants are divided up into 30
different classes that start out every 30
seconds with a 3 hour break between the
bikes, quads, cars and trucks – for safety
reasons. The vehicle that covers the course
in the fastest time... wins. Apparently there
are no stages or breaks in between, just go
'pedal matted down' to the finish line.
• Oh... and there is sand and lots of it!
• The race course is not fixed and every year
SCORE (the officials) design a course that
forms multiple loops running the length of
the Baja Peninsula. For this year the race
the route ran the length of the Baja Peninsula starting at Ensenada and finishing in
Cabo San Lucas – distance of 1294 miles
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and a total finishing time of 52 hours.
According to Chad & Ryan their goal
with Tazi for this race was quite simple – get
there and finish. Remember these boys don't
watch car races. However, GPS systems were
allowed for navigation. One can see the little
glitches The Boys encountered pre-race by
checking their Blog on TeamDust's website.
On October 27th Dave & I went down
for the official 'Ulansky TeamDust send-off'
in Kelowna. Chad however, had departed
the day earlier for work in Angola leaving
Ryan and his dad to finish the final packing
and preps. This gave us a great opportunity
to meet the Boys' mum & dad who are not
only proud of their Boys but have been very
very involved in this Baja adventure.

The Send-Off.
Ryan with his mum & dad, Oct 27th, Kelowna.

The plan
was then to get
the two trucks
with CK towing Tazi to
Mexico. Unfortunately Ryan
and his dad
encountered a
few frustrating
moments with
CK acting up
on their route
south. While
driving along the engine would cut out,
cycling the ignition would reset the computer and then CK would continue running
normally for awhile. They pulled over and
discussed what to do. CK wasn't running well
and they are about to head 5,000 kms further
from home. “Well we have as many tools with
us as there are back at the shop, so what the
heck let's keep going” claimed Ryan.
For more on Ryan and his dad's trip

south with the two Land Rovers log onto
their Blog at www.TeamDust.com and see
how they managed on the rest of the trip
south as well as picking up Tazi's tires in
southern California that were right smack
in the middle of the fire zone! Miraculously the place the tires were housed in
was spared by the fire, while sadly others
surrounding it were caught in the fire.
At this point Ryan & Chad must have
been thinking that someone or something
was finally making all this racing adventure stuff go a bit smoother for them and
the golden Tazi.
Ryan commented on November 8th that
it felt like ages since they had left Canada,
but finally TeamDust was assembling at
the start line. They picked Mrs. Ulansky up
at the airport in Cabo on the 7th and were
then to drive CK back to Ensenada to meet
up with Chad who was at last on route to
Mexico from Angola, Africa.
• November 9th – CK arrives before Tazi!
Ryan, his parents and CK all arrived at
about 11:00 a.m. in Ensenada where the
race was to start. They set up camp at the
Campo Playa RV Park and awaited Chad
and Tazi to arrive.
The RV park was currently about half
full at this point with other teams preparing
for the race. The Boys said they were feeling a little out-classed as CK (the official
support vehicle) looked rather tiny compared to the massive trailers and RV's that
the other teams had along.
• November 11th, the day before Race
Day. Ryan & Chad meet Team McMillin
According to Ryan a couple of guys
wandered past their campsite and suddenly
stopped, did a double take, and came over.
One fellow introduced himself as Dan and
proceeded to ask them whether they were
racing. "Yes", they answered. Dan eyed
their number (839) on the door panels of
Tazi and said "In class 8?" "Yes", they
answered again. Dan looked a little startled
and said that he’d be right back, he apparently needed to go find someone.
A couple of minutes later Dan reappeared with his dad and a few friends. "Hi,
my name is Mark" Dan's dad said, "so you
are racing this??" pointing at the bold and
gold Land Rover with flames spanning
it's flanks. "Uh, huh", the Boys answered
wondering just what this could all be
about. Mark looked at them a little incredulously then said, "have you ever raced this
truck before?"
"Umm no, but it has been raced a lot by the
previous owners. This is our first race." "And
you are racing the Baja 1000?" Mark looked
at us hard. "Where are your other drivers?" We
shook our heads, "no other drivers."

"You guys must have big cajones. How
many spare tires do you have? We’ve got
about 100 out on the course." The Boys
told Mark that, "we’ve got two spares and
they are in the back of the truck."
Mark then asked us about the support
and chase vehicles, where were they he
asked? Undaunted Chad & Ryan responded with, "Well, we’ve got the other Land
Rover (CK) over there which our parents
are going to drive, we’ll see them twice
down the course for fuel." Mark and Dan
looked at each other and said "We’re running 3 trucks with our team and we’ve got
over 300 support people scattered all the
way down the course." Oh!
As it turned out the Boys were talking
to Mark & Dan of the legendary McMillin
racing family. Ryan claimed that Mark
& Dan were actually down to earth and
genuinely interested in them (perhaps just
curious as to our lack of sanity he says).
Dan took the Boys over to his 50 foot 5th
wheel where they spent the evening looking at old race footage including some of
their rivals – all driving 600+ horsepower,
4 foot wheel travel super trucks!
Dan also had the odds for all of the
vehicles winning their categories in the
race. Yikes!! Turns out there were 6 to 1
odds on TeamDust with Tazi. Certainly
the smart money wasn't on the 21 year old
Land Rover with only two drivers, both
of which were complete novices and don't
watch car races!!!
At the end of the night Dan & Mark
gave Ryan & Chad a few 'McMillin Racing' stickers to put on Tazi and said if they
needed anything on the course to go and
see one of their pits. Wow! How nice! It
is great to see how a proper professional
team tackles this race. Kind of puts what
the Boys were trying to accomplish in
perspective.
Ryan noted that the next day while
on his morning run he went by the vendors that were selling 'McMillin Racing'
T-shirts. A quick look about didn’t reveal
any 'TeamDust' T-shirts. Ryan chuckled,
saying that they must be all sold out.
• November 13-15th - Race Days
Due to space in this Rover-Landers'
issue a full Race Report can be read on
Ryan & Chad's TeamDust Blog – however
here is an excerpt from the finale as our
B.C. Boys raced for the Finish Line.
"We finally approach Cabo where we call in
to our support crew to let them know that we are
getting close. The last 60 miles of the course are
on these interconnecting roads whose reason
for existing seems to defy logic. It feels like we
are just going around in circles in some sort
of bizarre joke. We are tired, hungry, and very
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dirty. I have also discovered that while working
on the cooling fan I was laying on a bed of cactuses which have now become firmly embedded
in my driving suit and seat. The good news is
that the fire suit is some what cactus resistant.
Then we drop into the wash, the last direction in the course book is passed and sure
enough there it is! The finish line!!
We are very happy to be in Cabo. It is a very
strange thing to cross the finish line, apparently
no one told the Mexicans that we aren’t famous,
or even very good for that matter and they treat
us like celebrities. We are mobbed for autographs, interviews, and pictures. We happily
oblige and enjoy our 5 minutes of fame, after
which it is great to see mom and dad and share
some of the funnier stories. We made it!
We owe a big thank you to our support crew,
with out who we would not have been in the race,
or here at all for that matter, thanks mom and
dad! Also a big thank you to all of the fantastic
people we met in Ensenada, the McMillans for
laughing and sharing some knowledge with us,
the unknown Mexicans who helped pour gas, the
fans that helped direct us, the great people at the
BFG pits who helped kept Tazi going, and the
people of Mexico who were so enthusiastic all
down the course and kept us motivated. See you
all next year?"

Congratulations Ryan & Chad, you
made it!! Well done.

Tazi, over the Finish Line and in time
but showing a bit of carnage
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in the Garage
Bill Eastwood - Delta

Want to get in IN THE GARAGE
for the next issue?? If so, please
contact Pamela at:
hoofandpaw@sunwave.net
before March 1st, 2008. Text &
pics due by Mar. 15th, 2008.

1986 Ex-Nato Defender 90

FITTING WOLF WHEELS
Photos and Text by Bill Eastwood

• So it came to me one day that I thought I might like some
Wolf XD rims on my 90. I didn’t need new rims, in fact my
existing rims were just fine but you know how it is with this
sickness. It just so happened the Stuart Longair, our illustrious
club Treasurer, dangled four nice new Wolf XD rims in front of
me right at that very moment.
• Before I knew it I had my BFG’s swapped over and was proceeding to offer the rims up to the truck (in proper British ceremonial
em
fashion).
It quickly became
apparent
ap
that my
wheel
wh
studs were
too short due to
the added thickness
ne of the Wolf
XD wheel center.
When
I say too
W
short
I am talksh
ing about approxZeus Stud beside stock stud
imately
three
ima
threads of the nut not engaged on the stud.
• Whether this matters or not depends on your perspective. Is it
legal?
Well, in Britg
ish Columbia I am
not
no entirely sure as
I have
been unable
h
to find any statute
governing
thread
go
engagement.
In
en
Quebec
Qu
the legislation
tio is clear under
Regulation
respectRe
ing
safety
standards
An example of the longer slotted studs
for road vehicles,
Chapter 1 section 121 “(2) bolts shall extend at least one and
a half thread groove beyond fastener nuts, unless otherwise
indicated by the vehicle manufacturer;” Most provinces defer
to the manufacturer’s specification as being the benchmark and
in at least two provinces, Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, they
have adopted statutes that read, “No wheel stud, bolt, clamp, nut
or lug shall be loose, missing, damaged, broken, mismatched or
have insufficient thread engagement” So what would happen if
you somehow got caught up in some roadside vehicle inspection and some keen inspector noticed your wheels hanging by
insufficient threads (whatever that means)? I guess I don’t have
the answer for us here in BC. I suppose the bigger question is

do you feel safe with studs that are too short? For me I didn’t
really want to answer either question and instead started to look
for a solution.
Wolf Wheel part number
• I discovered that
some Land Rover
90/110/130/Defenders can accommodate Wolf XD rims
without the thread
engagement problem.
If your wheel studs
have a stamped slot
(see photo) in them
lf rims.
i
Wh
b ?
you should be able to fit W
Wolf
What iis your VIN number?
Between VIN LA930456 and 2A631135 they were the shorter
length with part number (FRC5926), but at VIN 2A631136 they
changed (to RUF000020). The Defender XD Wolf stud part
number is FRC7577. The Land Rover studs are very expensive; I’ve had quotes ranging from $14.00 to $18.00 Canadian.
I decided to look elsewhere and found my solution at Zeus
Engineering in England. Zeus manufactures wheel studs that are
one-half inch longer than stock and much cheaper than the ones
from Land Rover.
• The extra thickness of steel on the wolf rims obviously affects
the overall weight of the rim which in turn increases the unsprung weight of the axles. Couple this extra weight with larger

Front hub and disc assembly removed
from vehicle exposing back side of studs

tires and you add significant rolling mass under your truck.
This is definitely something to consider. On the plus side you
gain some level of extra strength. I have included three photos
(next page) which show a relatively un-scientific “weigh-in” of
three popular Land Rover steel rims; you can draw your own
conclusions.
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in the Garage
Knocking out old studs

The 'Weigh-In'

• The following is a list of Land Rover steel wheels that can be
fitted to coil-sprung utility Land Rovers.

Tubeless
ANR4583PM 6.5J x 16 130 and Wolf XD
NTC5193PM 7.0 x 16 Discovery

Front hub separated from brake disc with
new studs inserted but not properly seated

Tubed
NRC7578PM 5.5F x 16 (riveted centre) 90 and 110
ANR4636PM 5.5F x 16 (welded centre) 90 and 110
NTC4135PM 6.0J x 16 (riveted centre) 90 only
ANR4635PM 6.0J x 16 (welded centre) 90 only
ANR1534PM 6.5L x 16 HD 110 and 130
ANR5593PM 6.5J x 16 130 and Wolf XD

Pulling in new rear studs using impact wrench

Enclosed nuts
Nuts on steel disco rims and shorter studs
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in the Garage
Dave Blair - Armstrong

1966 Series IIA 88"

Intercooler Installation
• Some of you may be interested in a project I've been working
on. As most of you know, I have a XD3T turbo diesel from a 1986
Peugeot 505 running in my Series IIA. I've had some overheating issues which several on the web board have assisted with.
Finally, after getting all the hoses sorted, a proper Tee return in
the lower rad hose, and installing a brand new 4 core radiator,
most of the heating issues were cured over the summer. However, I could still get the truck cooking pretty good up long hills,
with water temps hovering around 240° F/115° C. I decided that
to build more forgiveness into the cooling system I would add
an intercooler...
• A unit from a
mi 80's Dodge
mid
Daytona/Laser
fit perfectly and
als fit my wallet
also
at $25 from the
lo
local
wrecking
ya
yard.
So it was
jus a matter of
just
plu
plumbing
it in.
• Th
hli ht
The hi
highlights...
The old manifold was removed, and the EGR system removed
and the plate welded up. The manifold only took about 5" from
the turbo outlet up to the bottom side of the intake manifold, so
space was limited. Phil Armstrong pointed out that if I loosen
the bolts on the intake side of the turbo it could be rotated —
cool, this allowed me to run the outlet from the turbo and the
inlet to the manifold parellel instead of trying how to fit two
pipes in the same space.
• Phil also directed me to Nelson Exhaust parts, which is distributed by Cummins diesel. Nelson makes many variations of
elbows out of many sizes of pipe. In this case I purchased 3
90°, 4 inch radius and one 45°, 4 inch radius, all for about $60
including freight. It was aluminized steel, 2" OD. I ordered 9"
of 2" silicone tubing ($20) and two 2.25" to 2" reducers ($48)
as the correct hose to hold boost pressure.
• A couple of
things I learned
along the way...
The additional
cubic inches of
space within the
new intercooler
manifold and the
intercooler itself
reduced my max

boost from about 11 psi to 9 psi. So I purchased a small valve by Turbosmart, an Aussie company ($65) to slow the delivery of boosted
air to the wastegate resulting in an increase back to 11 psi on the first
notch. And one more notch provided 12.5 max boost. I don't plan
on going any further
than that. See note at
the bottom for another
discovery I stumbled
on while I was at it.
• How does it perform? The all important question.
I took it out for a run
and drove it harder
than I ever drove it
when the engine was
in the 505, and I couldn't get the Pyro past 900° F/482° C and
the water over 178° F/81° C. MUCH cooler than before the
intercooler. Mind you, my right front fender and hood were
not re-installed at that point so it will hopefully warm up a bit
further once it's all back together. The pulling power was definitely increased, and the holding power going up long grades in
overdrive was much better. Also, the injection pump had been
adjusted when it was rebuilt to just barely smoke under heavy
load, and it now shows no smoke under any conditions... guess
I'll have to turn it up again so I can fog those tailgaters. Time
will tell what it does for mileage, and I'll have to stop goosing it
all the time anyway if I expect good mileage out of it.
• The dangerous discovery...
I also discovered that the valve I purchased isn't really necessary
as there is a simpler and cheaper way to increase the boost. (the
standard warning here about don't take my word for it, I'm not
a certified technician — just certifiable, proceed at your own
risk) If you look at the original line from the turbo body to the
wastegate it is 3/8"/10 mm ID by about 1 foot long. In order
for the wastegate to activate this area of hose needs to be filled
with boosted air. The longer it takes to fill, the longer it is for
the wastegate to release, therefore, if you were to put a 3 foot
long piece of hose in place of the one foot long original, you
will increase your boost as it takes longer for the fully boosted
air to hit the wastegate. Obviously one would want to carefully
e
experiment
with this, but only if you have a boost gauge and
p
preferably
a Pyro as well. I got about 3 pounds more boost from
th 3 foot hose than with the one footer, but remember that I
the
h installed an intercooler which increased the cubic inches of
had
m
manifold
dramatically on the other side of the equation, so going
fr
from
1 foot to 3 feet on a non-intercooled engine could result
in far more — and perhaps disastrous amounts of boost. Tread
g
gently
here and don't ever tell me you weren't warned.
Dave
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in the Garage
David Vervaet - Maple Ridge

1979 SIII Airportable FFR

Heating a soft top or the Heating of Hermione
• The FFR Lightweight is fun to drive and quite an attention getter
when out on the road. I named her Hermione after Hermione Gingold,
a 1930’s Vaudeville star (not the Harry Potter girl) and to soften
the military-ness of the disruptive black over green paint scheme.
Hermione is
a soft top
and
an drafty,
wet
w
and
cold
co
from
September
be through
April.
The
Ap
pathetic
heater
canhe
not
no defog let
alone
alo defrost
and
an the fan
mounted between a pair of tiny heater cores, merely shuffles the
air from behind the bulkhead up to the windscreen where it is
dissipated by the numerous drafts.
• On a recent trip back to England obstensively for a holiday but
really to get my hands on parts for the 24VDC system of Hermione. I bought bulbs, plugs, points, carb kits, stuff that only an FFR
airportable needs and are not on the shelf in North America.
• After a photo shoot in the yard of PA Blanchard (let’s visit York
Minister my love!) I spotted a brand new Arctic heater sitting on
the floor inside the parts department marked £95.00 (£35.00 less
than I had been quoted by email!)
• Jeff (and Pete) proved of PA Blanchard were exceptionally
helpful providing both the heater box and heater banjo (needed
to bring water from the block to the core) together with a Land
Rover manual page showing where to connect a return line. The
heater is bulky and weighs 40 lbs plus empty. Thank goodness I
packed light as the heater and its packing box became my second
checked bag on the return flight to Vancouver.
• The Arctic heater is intended to sit between driver and front
passenger taking air from inside the vehicle, heating it and
then passing it
th
via four hoses
vi
up over the roof
to both sides of
th
the windscreen
an
and each front
do
door. Hermione
is an FFR truck
an
and the batterie
ies are mounted

between the driver and passenger so I would have to re-site
them for a standard arctic heater configuration. Not wanting to
face re-wiring the main power cables etc. I mounted the heater
core behind the passenger seat on top of the wheel arch this also
allowed me to duct a fresh air supply from outside the vehicle.
• I sourced a pair of steel brackets to mount the heater core from
RONA. They are powder-coated (black) and only needed minor
trimming to fit. The brackets are required to support the overhanging core and
allow room for
ducting the fan
intake to the vehicle side. I used
4" Dia aluminum
ducting for this part
and a plastic dryer
vent (with baffles
removed) to finish
the fan intake.
• The biggest challenge was running the hoses from the engine
block to the heater core and return. Removing the plug from the
back of the block proved to be extremely difficult, as the aluminum plug had had 28 years to become “one” with the block.
The hose is 1 1/8" ID had to be special ordered from Greenline in
Vancouver, who also supplied the heater outlet ducting too. The
supply hose was easy to attach. Simply remove the thermostat
housing cap and add the second banjo fitting and replace the cap
again. I fitted a short hose then inserted 1" gate valve sourced
again from Revy to act as a shut off for summer driving.
• I fabricated a pair of brackets from the original Artcic heater
mounting rails, (not used in my install) to hold and direct the
supply hose to the rear of the engine where it met up with the
hose from the back of the block. Using a 90° elbow and a rubber
elbow (bottom rad hose for a Mini) I routed the return line over
the gearbox bell housing and down behind the hand brake mount
to join the supply hose. I
cut two holes in the floor
adjacent to the connections
on the core and passed
them through for hook up.
Wherever I could, I heavy
duty tyraped the hoses to
existing fittings to prevent movement or contact
with rotating hardware. I
hooked up a switch in my
radio shunt box to feed
the fan and the system
was filled and tested. The
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la
large
diameter hoses
plus a core almost as big
pl
as the vehicle radiator
more than doubled the
m
co
cooling system capacity.
• In
I its current configura
ration I have ducted air
fro
from two of the Arctic
he
heater outlets forward
an
and into each foot well.
Th
The remaining two are
lef
left to blow air into the
ba
back of the vehicle. I
ca
can cap these if I want
air directed forward and
wi
will fit decent looking
fla
flapper valves in the
fu
future. The result has
ca
caused quite a transformation of vehicle choice and encourage
encourages use of Hermione in
weather where before I left her in the garage and took the ZX2

out (also a Ford!)
• Drawing air from outside the vehicle in volumes exceeding the
drafts volume has had the effect of over pressuring the vehicle
interior which blows warm air out rather than letting cold air
in. We now can drive in short sleeves independent of what the
weather throws at us. Rain which used to dribble in around
windscreen seals also seems to be reduced. In addition to the
Artic heater, I also fitted a 24VDC electric fan driven boat heater
to take the chill off before the engine warms up.
• The installation is by no means final because I want to tie the
Arctic heater ducting to the existing ducting for the windscreen
so that I can do away with the original heater altogether.
• A word of caution: Always use metal straps and securely bolted
brackets to keep the hoses away form rotating hardware. A holding screw failed allowing a hose to drop on the front prop shaft
early after I had installed the heater. I lost all coolant long before
the temperature gauge registered any problem and I could have
blown the engine in the process.
• Parts list and step by step instructions are available if folks are
interested in a toasty soft top.

Hut Lake Run - November 4th, 2007
Write-up by Bill Eastwood
Photos by B. Eastwood & Andy Deane
Upper and Lower Hut Lakes have been
a favorite destination for off-roaders for
decades. The trail has had a dubious access
history for nearly all of that time, trenches,
gates, boulders and any other means to
thwart access have been employed in the
twenty years that I have been venturing up
there. The trail itself has also changed over
the years and recently a big change has been
made as a result of the installation of a new
communications tower on the first third of
the road. Travel up to the new tower is now
a reasonable proposition in any vehicle with
respectable ground clearance. The remainder of the trail is still intact with all of the
formidable obstacles we have grown to love
over the years. As an added bonus, the point
at which the old trail intersects the new
road represents an interesting assembly of
rock outcrop and loose boulders that is just
enough to discourage nosey Subaru’s and
other “all-roaders”.
Our group of eight trucks left our rendezvous point at the Chevron Station in
Brackendale at 9:30 Sunday morning. Following the Sea to Sky highway northbound
for a short distance we turned left onto the
Squamish Valley Road, once we crossed
the bridge over the Cheakamus River we
branched right onto the Paradise Valley

Road. Not far down that road we took a
left at the sign indicating the direction to
Evans Lake. The road up to Evans Lake
is a combination of paved single lane and
gravel surface. At the junction of the driveway leading down to Evans Lake camp we
veered right and continued up to Leavitt
Lake, there is now a sign indicating that
public access to Hut Lake is straight on
rather than the left turn leading to the recreational properties around Leavitt Lake.
Without further diversion we arrived at the
base of the communications tower in front
of a locked gate. To the immediate left
of the gate you plunge over the bank and
enter the first series of obstacles mentioned
earlier. One by one we all navigated this
section successfully and without damage.
Stewart Fuller was out for his first run in
his 1994 D90. His co-driver, our president
Don MacDonald reports that Stewart was
very impressed with how easily his truck
tackled these rocky sections.

Onward and upward the three 90’s and
two of the three Range Rover Classics led
the way in front of Don’s friend Brian Todd
with Amber and Malcolm the dog in a built
black hardtop Suzuki Samurai with a VW
diesel and Dan Blois and Ryan McNeil in a
black Jeep TJ. Phil Armstrong with co-pilot
Dave Tebbutt was in front at this point and
John Parsons was bringing up the rear in
his blue Range Rover. I (Bill Eastwood) in

my 1986 D90, Don & Stewart in the ‘94
D90, Jeff London in his long wheelbase
Range Rover and Andy & Bailey Deane
were in the middle of the pack. A good
scramble over loose boulders and forest trail
brought us to our lunch spot at Hut Lake.
The weather was mild and pleasant with a
west coast mist swirling amidst the canopy.
Brian’s black Retriever Malcolm and Jeff’s
German Shepherd made the most of the
break by running recklessly between people
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and trucks and diving into the lake. A good
shake in front of the spectators caused some
consternation but was to be expected from
dogs having fun.
Back on the trail and heading for the
difficult section near upper Hut Lake. This
notorious piece of west coast off-road challenge has not improved with the endless
erosion caused by the water flow running
down the trail surface. The steep slope
stretching approximately three or four hundred feet is scoured down to bedrock and
large boulders. It presents the appearance
of a babbling brook interspersed with short
waterfalls which comprise a formidable
obstacle by anyone’s standards.
The carnage wrought by this short section of trail is evident by the bits and pieces
of broken machinery left in tribute to failed
attempts at scaling the waterfalls. Phil
showed everyone how it’s done by negotiating the entire section with barely a wheel
spin; he claims to have done this without

the aid of either of his lockers! Not to be
outdone, Andy Deane with his son Bailey
lined up with his green Range-Rover and
with some difficulty clambered up the first
large outcrop of rock. The second waterfall
proved to be his undoing however. Getting
crossed up and sideways in the very narrow gulch with his rear bumper pressed up
against the canyon wall, it wasn’t looking
good. Then with wheels spinning we all
heard a sickening series of cracks and pops
from his rear axle. For Andy, forward motion
was clearly no longer possible; drive through
only one front wheel would not get him any
further up the rock face. Out came the winch

cable and after some fiddling and employment of Phil’s winch from above Andy was
slowly extricated from his predicament. Jeff
in his long wheelbase Range Rover and Dan
in his TJ were the only others to attempt the
climb. Jeff cleared the first obstacle once his
approach angle problem had been solved
with some judicious rock placement but
again the second obstacle necessitated the
use of a winch. The TJ bashed over both
obstacles with liberal use of the throttle. The

Suzuki would have had a go if it weren’t for
the fact that his clutch was pretty much spent
after his tough but successful navigation of a
v-gully earlier in the day.
With darkness coming on our convoy
limped back down to the communication
tower with little fanfare except for an awkward moment when Don, driving Stewart’s
90 took a precarious lurch to port as he
was descending the same section of trail
that had consumed the Suzuki’s clutch. A
quick connection of a tow strap to my front
bumper and the white 90 was saved from
further embarrassment.
Back on solid flat ground Don, Andy
and Phil went to work isolating Andy’s rear
differential by removal of both rear halfshafts and the drive-shaft. Once that job was
accomplished we all moved towards home
after airing up in Brackendale.

Dr. Don works on Andy's Range Rover

Hut Lake is a great trail and certainly
the last bit is as tough as you will encounter
almost anywhere.

Planes, Trains & Land Rovers across Europe
Text & photos by Stuart Longair
It's November and I am having the most
fantastic Land Rover European adventure,
but it all comes to an end in two days.
I originally decided it was time to collect my various Land Rovers in Switzerland and the UK and for the first time I was
meeting up with a Range Rover that I sent
back to the UK. Sound uncomplicated and
almost boring but I am having a blast.
Joachim von Cranach was President
of the Land-Rover of Switzerland Club
for six years before he passed away last
year leaving his wife Elisabeth with four
children and seven Land Rovers. Joachim
and his family were a popular and frequent
fixture of the Land Rover scene in Europe
for many years and Elisabeth carries on
the passion in “Long John” the family’s

Defender 130.
I visited the family home just south of
Bern, Switzerland to pick up and drive
back to the UK two that I bought from
Elisabeth. Joachim was a collector of Land
Rover stuff almost beyond comprehension.
His model collection has over 600 tiny rovers, not counting the doubles. The T-shirts,
pins, caps and books are amazing. I even
found a picture of the 107” Shooting Brake
I own in one of Joachim’s books.
The first Friday night I was there Elisabeth took me to the LROS meeting. I am a
member but never thought I would actually
be going to a meeting. I don’t think they
did either. Every two months they have a
technical meeting and this month’s was
held at a member’s home in his garage.
The garage took up most of the main floor
of this new home of over 1,000 square

meters. One of the couples at the meeting
were visibly excited about buying a D110
and getting rid of their D90. Normally that
doesn’t sound too exciting but as they live
in it meant that they would have a real
roof over their heads this winter and could
move out of the roof-top tent.
The two vehicles I bought from Elisabeth were Fronti and Zebroid. “Fronti” a
shortened German name for Forward Control is a 1965 109” that was in active fire
service until 1997 when Joachim bought it
with less than ten thousand kilometers on
it. Since then, trips to the French Nationals,
Belgium, Italy, Germany, Luxemberg and
Austria added another 35,000 km. I drove
Fronti 1000 kms and smiled the whole
way at 80 kph. The vehicle needs new
springs but not much else. It is the tightest
unrestored Series truck I have ever driven.
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'Zebroid', is a 1979 Series III Stage I V8
painted silver with black zebra stripes.
I drove both vehicles back to the UK
with little trouble and faster than I have
anticipated. The only noteworthy event
was a demonstration of the French lack of
patience. As Fronti and I were driving up
the ramp about to enter the Calais ferry a
French Car passed me on the inside and
butted in front of me, amazing.

Back in the UK I headed down to
Dunsfold to have a chat with Philip about
parts to rebuild my Tickford. He showed
me his original 1949 example and told me
of another LHD in England and thought that
John had extra bits that he might be convinced to sell. So I phoned John and tried to
meet up with him. He was very mysterious
about where he was and never actually gave
me an address but I met him in some village
and followed him to his vehicles.
John is down to 17 Series I's of which
all but 3 have been restored or in such good
original condition they don’t need it. We
got chatting and then he offered to show
me his latest project about to be completed
so off we went through the villages again.
We pull up to a very nondescript building
and went inside. At the back was a shiny
steel door and after unlocking three locks
John opened the door to reveal his latest
treasure. John’s 1948 Series I is number 2
off the assembly line and his attention to
detail is amazing. The very earliest Rovers (about 60) are unique in many ways.
The seatbacks were bolsters and the hood
frames much sturdier than subsequent
models, there was even wood used on the
spare tire mount on the bonnet. He has fitted it with an early rear PTO and expects it

to be finished by Christmas after spending
close to 1,000 hours restoring it.
John is a very private person with an
amazing collection and has offered to help
me source parts for my Tickford, boy did I
hit the jackpot!
I also visited Keith Gott and saw fellow Rover-Lander David Harrison’s D90
that is heading over on the same ship as
Fronti next week. Keith also had a wack of
brand new non-EU Defenders for sale. He
sold the first 100 and now is quickly going
through his current lot of 50. Land Rover
when they quit production of the 300TDi
made an extra 500 vehicles. Both Witham
and Keith have quantities of 110 5 doors,
hardtops and pick-ups, each also have a
few D90’s. They are definitely the last.
I am off tomorrow to Southampton to
drop off Fronti for his cruise to Tacoma
and hopefully pick up the Range Rover
that is heading up to TomCat to be the
prototype for the NAS TomCat. Zebroid is
heading for Halifax next week as I hope to
tour the Maritimes in him next summer.
In all my travels I have learned that
Land Rover people have big hearts and
imaginations and I love them all.
Happy Rovering…
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Rover Babies
Born to Mark & Leanna Maksymuik
on September 3rd, 2007 at 6:26 a.m.

Poppy Lucja
(8 lbs 1 oz)

Born to Andrew & Sharon Phillips
on October 15th, 2007 at 3:14 a.m.

Georgia Lauren
(8 lbs 5 oz)
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New bidder in race for Land Rover &
Jaguar
Source: Birmingham Mail, Oct. 1st, 2007
Another private equity bidder has
emerged in the race to buy Jaguar and
Land Rover from Ford.
Terra Firma, the group led by City
financier Guy Hands, has requested sale
documents from the American carmaker.
Reports said it has also carried out some
due diligence on a possible bid for the two
luxury carmakers which together employ
15,000 people in the Midlands.
Ford, which is fighting losses of $12.7 billion last year, said it will make a decision
on their sale by the end of the year. Terra
Firma declined to comment yesterday.
The company is seen is seen as having its
hands full following its £5.8 billion acquisition of EMI, and it is uncertain whether
it will bid. Other private equity bidders
include Cerberus Capital Management,
TPG, Ripplewood Holdings and One
Equity Partners.
TPG, Ripplewood, and One Equity are
being advised by former Ford executives
Sir Nick Scheele, Bob Dover and Jac
Nasser. Indian industrial groups Tata and
Mahindra & Mahindra are also thought
to be looking at launching bids for Jaguar
and Land Rover.
Ford is expected to ask for indicative
offers next month, although it is thought
the interested buyers are seeking a firmer
commitment the Dearborn firm will sell
Jaguar and Land Rover before they commit more money to due diligence.
An industry source said: "There is a feeling among some of the bidders that Ford
is not giving all the information they
could. It certainly seems to be taking a
while. Maybe Ford won't want to sell,
Land Rover is doing very well and Jaguar
has a better control on its costs."
Land Rover is thought to have enjoyed
bumper sales in September and is on
course for a record sales year - helped by
the successful launch of entry model Free-
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lander 2. "People are wondering whether
Ford intends to sell after all. Maybe the
new chief executive (Alan Mulally) came
in and saw the historic results and sees
companies which are not successful and
facing problems. But now these businesses
are not doing badly at all. Ford says it
wants to sell these businesses by the end
of the year, but they do not seem to be
particularly energized to do so."
Ford has said it has made no final decision on whether to sell the two companies, while it is also exploring options for
its Volvo brand. But it did say a sale was
probable when it reported its second quarter sales in July.
Bidders will be watching a round of wage
negotiations at Land Rover which are due
to take place next week which may give
some indication of the workforce's flexibility on achieving productivity gains.
A spokesman for Ford said: "We are not
confirming names or numbers of interested parties, but we have been pleased
with the number and quality of interested
parties."
Victory for Land Rover
Source: The Bolton News, Dec. 14. 06
A picture of Winston Churchill with a
Land Rover (below), just two years after
the Second World War ended, reminds us
of just how long the iconic 4x4 vehicle
has been with us.
It's one of many snapshots, past and present, of the successful British marque in

The Land Rover File, by Eric Dymock
(Dove Publishing, £25).
The book includes, in one volume,
everything there is to know about Land
Rovers and Range Rovers, from the
first prototypes of 1947, right up to the
all-new Freelander 2. All the company's
five model lines are described model by
model, each one with a descriptive entry
and specification, and there is a history
of Land Rover's evolution as a company

from a stop-gap transport solution after
wartime Britain to its position now as a
company exporting vehicles to more than
140 countries around the world and with
four best-sellers in its product range.
Also covered in detail by the Land Rover
File is the significant array of military
Land Rovers, 'knock-down' assembled
models from overseas, fire engines, ambulances, emergency vehicles, cross-country
off-roaders and safari adventurers manufactured by the company over the years.
It includes hitherto unacknowledged and
even secret prototypes (complete with
colour photography where available)
known only to Land Rover insiders.
Land Rover G4 Challenge Supports Red
Cross and Red Crescent National Society
Auto News: Sept. 11th, 2007
Land Rover has entered a landmark association that will see the Land Rover G4 Challenge run in support of the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies on its return in 2008/09.
This new global partnership with the world's
largest humanitarian organization will ensure
the adventure competition leaves a positive
legacy by acting as a platform to generate
funds and assist life-changing humanitarian
projects around the world.
Land Rover Managing Director Phil
Popham said: "The Land Rover G4 Challenge is an incredible program that demonstrates our products' breadth of capability
and displays our desire to always push the
boundaries of adventure. It is ideal to work
as a fundraising and awareness building
platform for a humanitarian organization
and we are delighted that we can now make
the most of the Challenge's success and
leave a lasting positive legacy by working
with the International Federation."
"Land Rover is a strong brand that has a
n natural fit with humanitarian organizations in general. Our association with the
International Federation goes back a long
way, to 1954, when Land Rover supplied a
long-wheelbase Series 1 to the British Red
Cross for use in Dubai as a mobile dispensary. We are now looking forward to
forging closer links with the International
Federation through the Land Rover G4
Challenge."
Sir Nicholas Young, the CEO of the British
Red Cross, speaking on behalf of the International Federation, said: "An association
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with the Land Rover G4 Challenge offers
a unique and positive way for the International Federation to reach completely
new audiences. It will enable us to activate
projects that may otherwise not be possible. This will be a partnership that will
save lives - it's as simple as that."
The ultimate global adventure bringing
together 18 nations in mixed-gender teams
In a significant expansion to the previous
events run in 2003 and 2006, the 2008/09
Land Rover G4 Challenge will involve
mixed-gender national teams. Competitors
from 18 different countries, who can now
register their interest on www.landroverg4challenge.com, will battle through a
rigorous national and international selection
process. The best male and female from
each nation will enter the Challenge itself,
which will take place in Asia in early 2009.

The event will again have off-road driving at its core, combined with adventure
sports and extreme initiative challenges
for an ultimate test of team spirit and
physical fitness. The entire Land Rover
fleet will be involved, with the Range
Rover Sport, LR2 and LR3 all in action
as competition vehicles in the distinctive
Tangiers Orange color. The victorious

Bill Donaldson
Unit 111 – 1305 Welch St.
North Vancouver, B.C.
V7P 1B3
Cell:
Tel:
Fax:

604-813-7673
604-985-7673
604-985-7678
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national team will win a Land Rover for
their National Red Cross or Red Crescent
Society.
Land Rover to Launch Stop-Start System
Source: UK Motoring, Sept. 21st, 2007
Land Rover will have stop-start systems
in its vehicles from late 2008 as part of its
programme to reduce emissions.
“It’s a small step, but it will help,” said
Andy Griffiths, UK marketing director.
“Our resources are limited and we don’t
see technology offering just one solution.
Weight is the big issue for us – 4x4s are
all we’ve ever made and all we will ever
make.” Land Rover is also working on
hybrid technology, he confirmed.
Griffiths is confident that Land Rover
will meet the EU’s 2012 emissions targets. “One of our challenges is that other
manufacturers are getting to these targets
quicker but people will always buy our
products because of what they do.”
September’s sales figures are encouraging and this month could end up being
the company’s best month in the UK, said
Griffiths. “We sold 1,500 vehicles in the
first week,” said Griffiths. That puts Land
Rover on track for a record 50,000 UK
sales this year, ahead of 2006’s total of
just over 49,000 sales.
Globally, Griffiths expects 2007 to be a
record year with sales of around 200,00.
“We’re selling 30,000 vehicles a year in
countries like Russia and China where, five

years ago, we sold nothing,” he said.

Prince makes Land Rover discovery
Source: BBC News, Sept. 24th, 2007
Prince Charles has come across a Land
Rover belonging to his late grandfather
which had been sitting in a garage for 40
years.
The prince was visiting the garage in Ballater, Aberdeenshire, which has had the
vehicle since the 1960's.
It was owned by King George VI, who
used it during stays at nearby Balmoral
Castle on Royal Deeside.

Garage owner Robert Pringle said: "The
prince was very interested in it. He was
delighted."
"Runs well", Prince Charles, who is
known as the Duke of Rothesay in Scotland, went round the car, which is to be
refurbished, for a closer inspection.
The Duke and the Duchess of Rothesay
were touring businesses including Pringle's Garage. Mr Pringle said: "The Land
Rover belonged to the late King and was
bought by us in 1966. We are planning to
do it up. It is a beautiful car and it still
runs well."

• Donaldson Ropes and our staff have more than 40 years experience in the Marine Industry. Our sales staff is constantly upgrading
their techniques to bring you the latest in technology, performance
specifications and standards. We are located in beautiful North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada and are family owned and operated.
• We are the authorized dealer for Manila Cordage, Samson Ropes, Canacord, PolyTwine, Polysteel Atlantic and Bridgeline. Our rope products range
from natural manila to synthetic nylons, polypropylene, polysteel &
polyester in braided, double braided and twisted styles.
• Service and satisfaction is first and foremost at Donaldson Ropes.
• We are proud of our commitment to our customer, our
product knowledge and overall friendliness!
• Specal rate for Rover-Landers members!
We look forward to working with you.

www.donaldsonropes.com
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Russians in love with Land Rover
Sept. 25th, 2007
Jon Griffin, Birmingham Mail
MIDLAND 4X4 giant Land Rover is
benefiting from a new Russian revolution,
with upwardly mobile drivers in the former home of Communism clamouring for
its vehicles.
Sales in the old Soviet state are bringing
the roubles rolling in for the Solihullbased manufacturer.
Russia has emerged as Land Rover's fastest growing market from 140 countries
worldwide, with the Ford-owned firm
on course to sell around 12,000 vehicles
there by the end of 2007.
Land Rover's drive into Russia only began
in 2001, but six years on the firm boasts 23
official dealers, with the number set to rise
to 33 by the end of the year.
By the end of August, Land Rover sales in
Russia for the year to date stood at 7,164, a
huge 92 per cent rise on the previous year.
The Discovery 3 is the most popular
model, with about 2,500 sold by the end
of last month. Land Rover also sold about
1,700 Freelander 2s, 1,400 Range Rovers
and 1,200 Range Rover Sports.
And the Land Rover sales drive is far
from complete, with its web of dealerships
so far confined to the west of the country
in centres such as Moscow, St Petersburg
and Stavropol.
Latvia and Lithuania are also part of the
Land Rover export radar.
Land Rover spokesman Mark Foster said:
"The Russian market has experienced
remarkable growth. We sell every model
there and by the end of the year we hope
to have sold 12,000 vehicles.
"We didn't sell any vehicles until 2001 but
now Russia is our fastest growing market.
After Italy, it is our second biggest market
in mainland Europe."

A funky new urban baby will be added to
the Land Rover family next year
Sept. 2007 Paul Gover, The Daily Telegraph
There have been rumours for more than a
year about something new from the British brand, and the confirmation came with
the single press picture released at the
Frankfurt Motor Show.
The shot asks more questions than it
answers. Still, it is obvious the car in the
picture is a big departure from the chunky
off-roaders that fill out the Land Rover
line-up from the flagship Range Rover
down to the near-new Freelander II.
It is lower, much smoother and appears to
have only two doors. And it has a swoopy
roofline which is more like the new BMW
X6 crossover coupe (also revealed at
Frankfurt) than a traditional off-roader.
It also promises much lower fuel economy, up to 10 per cent better than the Freelander II, as well as luring younger buyers
to the brand.
The newcomer could be displayed at the
Tokyo Motor Show in October, instead of
fighting for space at Frankfurt in a Ford
family group, which included the all-new
Jaguar XF, Mazda6 and facelifted Ford
Focus, but there is no firm timing for
showrooms.
“Next year would probably be too early.
But we are not talking about the timing,”
says Land Rover's Natasha Waddington.
“We are just showing this picture for the
moment.”
The Land Rover teaser comes as another
luxury brand, Mercedes-Benz, gets ready
to downsize on the four-wheel-drive front.
It has a GLK soft-roader ready for next
year that will slide in below its existing
ML and GL four-wheel-drives as a rival to
the Freelander II and BMW's X3. But the
GLK, which is based on the mechanical

package used for the C-Class sedan, is not
coming to Australia.
“The GLK is not going to be made in
right-hand-drive. We could not make a
business case,” Mercedes-Benz Australia
spokesman David McCarthy says.
“There is not enough volume. We would
have liked it, but on the right-hand-drive
side there is only Australia, the UK, South
Africa and Japan. Not enough to make the
numbers work.”
The sneak peek of the new Land Rover
comes at a good time for the company,
which is on the auction block together
with Jaguar and, most likely, Volvo as
Ford looks to cut costs and complications
to get it back into the black.
It also shows Land Rover wants to follow
Jeep into a more-youthful area of the fourwheel-drive business.
The American company has been very
successful in the US in turning Jeep into
more than just a heavyweight off-road
company, although its soft-shaped Compass has not done well in Australia. The
Patriot, which is even newer, promises
better results.
Land Rover has its own model to copy,
though, as it has done very good business
with the city-focused Range Rover Sport.
It is much more like a car to drive, even
with its boxy body.
The other Land Rover news from the
Frankfurt show is a stop-start engine system that will be fitted to its vehicles from
2009. It is claimed to improve fuel economy by up to 10 per cent by killing the
motor when the car is stopped in traffic,
but it is only promised for manual transmission vehicles with more work needed
on an adaptation for automatics.
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Editor’s Message
Well... the jolly red guy will soon be
making his appearance, won't he? So Merry
Christmas in advance everyone!! Seems a
tad strange writing this as I sit down to write
this ramble the day before Remembrance
Day. I only have a few hours spare every
week to do such 'fun' things as producing
the newsletter so do what I can when I can.
Once I got rolling I have to admit this has
been a fun issue to put together. We had the
two big fall events of the BFG Outstanding
Trail Event & NWC 2007, both of which
were huge undertakings for Dave, Shawn &
myself. As you know Dave was determined
that NWC would not be canceled this year
by B.C. If this event does end it will have
to be the southern contingent that pulls the
plug. I understand there will be a meeting in
Washington sometime in the New Year to
determine the future of NWC.
One of the pleasures (other than getting
home with a sick Disco!) of NWC was getting to meet some of the NWC Land Rover
off-roading champs like Doug Shipman,
Dennis Bell & Rick Pope. Super chaps
who appeared very grateful for what all of
us managed to pull off.
Couple of other thank you's here for
NWC: Kelly in the Deli, Princeton Overwaitea; Dixon for the use of his Disco on
Sunday; Andrew & Kirk for tail-gunning
us all the way home with a sick Disco, my
caretakers John & Joyce who look after my
horses & cat and my parents who looked
after Oliver & Jaime that weekend.
The BFG Outstanding Trails Event in
September was also a huge success with 27
trucks coming out to celebrate in the process
of the Whipsaw Trail being awarded a spot
on the BFG Outstanding Trails Program.
This was not only a milestone for the RoverLanders club, but for the province of B.C.
and Canada! The Whipsaw Trail is the only
designated trail on the BFG Program that is
IN Canada!
The work done in recognizing this fabulous and historic trail will hopefully go a
long way in helping to preserve the area.
But... sadly with some silver linings there
comes a black cloud looming right behind.
Recognition brings curiosity and curiosity brings out more people and vehicles,
whether it be trucks, ATV's or motorbikes.
The education of drivers to 'Stay the Trail' we
fear will be an on going and constant struggle
in the back country. Hopefully the BFG grant

money the Club received will be a valuable
resource in the upkeep, maintenance and
education of the Whipsaw Trail.
It has been a real treat watching the
Ulansky Boys prepare and go and run the
Baja 1000. Congratulations TeamDust –
you made it! Well done Ryan & Chad.
I did enjoy reading how the Ulansky
Boys named their trucks. Dave & I opted
for the usual boring names with ours: The
Series IIA is usually called the Blue One,
the Old One or just the Rover. The Discovery, obvious there – The Disco, but it
did take on the name of Golden Bear for
awhile after we conquered Black Bear Pass
at the National Rally in August. The Range
Rover like many others call theirs, simply
the Rangie, and our newest acquisition, a
1953 Series I ex-Forestry 80" is called for
now at least – the Little One.
However, I am sure a lot of you have
heard about some of the plaguing Land Rover
mechanical escapades we have been up to
over the last few months, Dave is pretty vocal.
Lately it seems most of our Land Rovers have
taken on in some form or another the names
of: that @#**@& Rover or the #^$%@&*
Rover. I think we actually had a day when
all three runners were out of commission at
the same time. The Disco took on some new
and very colorful names after NWC and gave
us and Keith many hair-pulling days to boot.
Thanks Keith & Don for all your patience
and input as I know Dave had very little left
in the end. But as all things come to an end
the Discovery is back to being affectionately
called once again by us... the Disco.
Lots of goodies in this issue for everyone and many thanks to those members
who really come forth with contributions
in both write-ups and photos. Larry Soo
from BC4x4.com was very gracious in
allowing us to use his BFG article and
photos. Isn't that shot of Greg Pollock's
Rover with the mountains in the background awesome!! Even better in color.
Pete Lembesis' write-up on competing in
NWC is fantastic! Wonderful to have a
different view on things and our popular In
the Garage seems to be a busy place this
issue. Thanks David Vervaet, I have been
waiting all year for that 'heating a softie'
article. Well done!
2008 looks like it will be an exciting
year for many Land Rover enthusiasts as
Land Rover celebrates its 60th Anniver-

sary. Whoever takes on the position as the
Rover-Landers' fearless leader next year
might want to think about contacting the
organizing committee for the ABFM at
VanDusen Gardens in May and trying to
twist their arm in reserving a bigger section for Land Rovers. Last year we had a
large number attend (22) and it was a tad
tight parking us all, who knows we might
double that for the Anniversary year!
Founder's Day is coming up fast in the
New Year in mid January. The club could
once again only get the small show barn
at the Cloverdale Rodeo Grounds and that
building usually can only hold about 60
Land Rovers. Don't get there too late or
you will have to stay parked outside. So
polish up your Rovers everyone and come
on out for a great event on January 19th,
there is always something for everyone.
Check the poster or the website as to the
new time schedule for this event.
Shawn & Teresa Doherty are heading
to Africa at Christmas for a holiday and
hoping to do some Rovering over there at
the same time. No doubt Shawn will have
a fabulous write-up for us to read about in
the Spring issue.
Merry Christmas & Happy New Year
everyone, see you at Founder's Day.

always, Pamela & the Rover Pups
This issue's Rovering Rover is...

O'Doul

shown at 10 weeks old on his first
Rover-Landers Run – The Whipsaw
• Shawn Doherty, Coquitlam

Photo by Roving Photographix

Want to see your Rovering Rover in here?
Send one in. Must be a member's dog
and featured in or by a Land Rover.
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LAND ROVER ~ JAGUAR

COMPLETE SERVICE & REPAIRS
• Factory Trained Technician
• State of the art computer
diagnostic equipment
• Servicing foreign, domestic
& SUVs

• Courtesy cars available
• Electrical, drive line, full
engine service
• Tires, shocks, struts
& alignments

DESIGNATED
INSPECTION
FACILITY

DEPENDABLE, AFFORDABLE
& PROFESSIONAL.
YOU CAN COUNT ON US!!

HESP 67AUTOMOTIVE
LTD.
Mahon Ave, North Vancouver
(2 blocks west of the Seabus Terminal)

604-986-4377
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Genuine Parts &
Trusted Service
for your
Land Rover

10% off

Parts & Service
for Rover-Landers
members

Proud supporters of the Rover-Landers of BC!

When the road ends
and the fun begins
you’ll be glad you
chose genuine
parts for your
Land Rover
Direct Parts Line
(604) 214-3305

Land Rover of Richmond
Come see the new
LR2, debuting right
now! Experience for
yourself the signature
Land Rover power,
capability and style
with a whole new level
of versatility and agility. From its intelligent
all-wheel drive to its
spacious interior with
stadium-style seating, LR2 can take you
virtually anywhere with
stunning confidence.

Land Rover of Richmond
5660 Parkwood Way
Richmond, BC
604-273-6068 Phone
604-207-1682 Fax

www.landroverofrichmond.com

